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Abstract: A sequential fourth generation is known to be excluded because the non-
decoupling contribution to κg, the Higgs coupling modifier with a gluon pair, is unaccept-
ably large. Recently a new way to save the model was suggested in the Type-II two Higgs
doublet model: if the Yukawa couplings of down-type fermions have wrong-sign, the con-
tributions from t′ and b′ to κg are cancelled. We study the theoretical and experimental
constraints on this model, focusing on the heavy Higgs bosons. Two constraining features
are pointed out. First the exact wrong-sign limit does not allow the alignment, which
makes the perturbative unitarity for the scalar-scalar scattering put the upper bounds
on the heavy Higgs boson masses like MH ,MA . 920 GeV and MH± . 620 GeV. Sec-
ondly, the Yukawa couplings of the fourth generation fermions to the heavy Higgs bosons
are generically large as being proportional to the heavy fermion mass and, for the down-
type fermions, to tanβ as well. The gluon fusion productions of H and A through the
fourth generation quark loops become significant. We found that the current LHC data on
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1 Introduction
Our dearest wish for new physics (NP) beyond the standard model (SM) has not been
fulfilled yet since the dedicated searches for new particles at the LHC found no new signals
and various precision data are consistent with the SM predictions. The usual strategy
for a NP theory is to hide it in the decoupling limit: very heavy new particles cannot
be observed at the current 13 TeV LHC nor significantly contribute to the precision data
including the Higgs signals. One important exception is a sequential fourth generation
model where the new chiral fermions (t′, b′, ν ′ and τ ′) acquire their masses via the same
Higgs mechanism. This model addresses one of the most fundamental questions−whether
there exist only three fermion generations in the universe [1–3]. The discovery of the SM-
like Higgs boson with a mass of 125 GeV [4, 5] excludes this model since the contributions
of the heavy fourth generation quarks to the gluon fusion production of the Higgs boson
do not decouple but saturate to a constant value which is unacceptably large.
Based on the observation that the NP contribution to the Higgs coupling modifier with
a gluon pair, κg, is proportional to the sum of the Higgs coupling modifiers of t
′ and b′, i.e.,
(κt′ + κb′) when Mt′ ,Mb′  mh, the authors in Ref. [6] found that the sequential fourth
generation model can survive the Higgs precision constraint if the down-type quark Yukawa
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coupling has opposite sign to that of the up-type quark, i.e., κb′ = −κt′ . More interesting
is that in the exact wrong-sign limit where all of the down-type fermions have opposite
Higgs coupling to the up-type fermion, the new contributions to κγγ and κZγ also vanish.
The wrong-sign Yukawa couplings for the down-type fermions cannot be realized in the SM
with only one Higgs doublet [7]: the Higgs sector should be extended as in the two Higgs
doublet model (2HDM) [8–11]. Authors in Ref. [6] showed that the Type-II 2HDM with a
sequential fourth generation satisfies not only the Higgs signal strength measurements but
also the oblique parameters ∆S and ∆T . Follow-up studies focused on top quark dipole
moments [12], dark matter [13], and lepton flavor changing in the Higgs boson decays [14].
Albeit the appeal of the model in satisfying the Higgs precision constraint through such
a simple remedy, this model has a potentially dangerous spot, the phenomenology of the
heavy Higgs bosons. The 2HDM has five physical Higgs bosons, the light CP-even scalar
h, the heavy CP-even scalar H, the CP-odd pseudoscalar A, and two charged Higgs bosons
H±. With a sequential fourth generation, the Yukawa couplings of the fourth generation
fermion F with all the Higgs bosons are proportional to the fermion mass MF , which
are naturally very large. In addition, the down-type fermion Yukawa couplings with H
and A, Y
H/A
b′ , are proportional to tanβ while the up-type fermion couplings are inversely
proportional to tanβ, where tanβ is the ratio of two vaccum expectation values (VEVs)
of two Higgs doublet fields. The cancellation of t′ and b′ contributions to the hgg coupling
does not occur to the Hgg and Agg couplings. At the LHC, H and A can be copiously
produced.
Another concern is from the exact wrong-sign limit, the key that allows the sequential
fourth generation. It relates two mixing angles α and β through α+β = pi/2, where α is the
mixing angle between h and H. Unless tanβ becomes very large, the exact wrong-sign limit
cannot approach the alignment limit of sin(β − α) = 1. Since too large tanβ breaks the
perturbativity of Y
H/A
b′ , the exact wrong-sign limit brings about significant deviation from
the alignment limit. One important consequence is the different dependence of the scalar
quartic couplings on the heavy Higgs bosons masses from the alignment limit. As shall
be shown, this difference causes a serious result on the perturbative unitarity of scalar-
scalar scattering, the upper bounds on the heavy Higgs boson masses. The decoupling
limit cannot be achieved along with the exact wrong-sign limit. The model does not have a
safety zone. We need a comprehensive study on the phenomenology of the model including
the heavy Higgs bosons, which is our main purpose.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we review the Type-II 2HDM with a
sequential fourth generation in the exact wrong-sign limit. The Higgs coupling modifiers
in this model are compared with those in the alignment limit, with special focus on κV .
Section 3 deals with the theoretical constraints on the scalar sector: the bounded-from-
below potential, unitarity, perturbativity, and vacuum stability. Here we shall explicitly
show that the behavior of λ3 about MH is very different from that in the alignment limit. In
Sec. 4, we study the indirect constraints from the electroweak oblique parameters and the
Higgs precision data. The observed κV restricts tanβ significantly. Based on the narrowed
parameter space from the theoretical and indirect constraints, we study the decay and
production of H and A in Sec. 5. Here we shall point out that above the b′b¯′ threshold,
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the total decay widths of both H and A become so wide like Γ
H/A
tot ∼MH/A. The ordinary
analysis based on σ × B does not work here. We suggest a method to probe this very
fat resonance, not relying on the total event counting. The production cross sections of
the gluon fusion of H and A are also studied. In Sec. 6, we consider direct search results
for new particles at the LEP and LHC, e+e− → 4b, 4τ, 2b2τ and pp → ττ , ZZ,Zh. Two
smoking-gun signals, Zh for A and ZZ for H, are to be elaborated, drawing a rather strong
conclusion that this model at leading order is excluded by the combination of theoretical
and experimental constraints. In Sec. 7, we summarize and conclude.
2 Review of the 2HDM-SM4
We consider a 2HDM with a sequential fourth generation in the exact wrong-sign limit.
The Higgs sector and the fermion sector are extended by introducing two complex SU(2)L
Higgs doublet scalar fields, Φ1 and Φ2 [15], and a sequential fourth generation respectively:
Φi =
 w+ivi + hi + iηi√
2










, ν ′R, τ
′
R, (2.1)
where i = 1, 2, and v1,2 is the nonzero VEV of Φ1,2. Note that the anomaly cancel-
lation condition [16, 17] requires the existence of the fourth generation leptons. When





2 = 246 GeV, which generates the electroweak symmetry breaking. Its or-
thogonal combination H2 = −sβΦ1 + cβΦ2 acquires zero VEV. For simplicity of notation,
we take sx = sinx, cx = cosx, and tx = tanx.
In order to avoid flavor changing neutral current (FCNC) at tree level, a discrete Z2
symmetry is imposed, under which Φ1 → Φ1 and Φ2 → −Φ2 [18, 19]. Then the most








































The CP invariance requires all of the parameters to be real. Note that the soft Z2 symmetry
breaking parameter m212 can be negative.
There are five physical Higgs bosons, the light CP-even scalar h, the heavy CP-even
scalar H, the CP-odd pseudoscalar A, and two charged Higgs bosons H±. They are related






























where z0 and w± are the Goldstone bosons to be eaten by the Z and W bosons, respectively.








We consider the normal scenario where the observed Higgs boson is the lighter CP-even
h, although the other scenario with MH = 125 GeV is still allowed by the Higgs precision
data [20, 21].
The Yukawa couplings are different according to the Z2 parity of the fermions. We fix
that QL → QL and LL → LL under the Z2 symmetry, where QL and LL are the left-handed
quark and lepton doublets, respectively. Then each right-handed fermion field only couples
to one scalar doublet field. There are four different ways to assign the Z2 symmetry on the
right-handed fermion fields, leading to four different types in the 2HDM, Type-I, Type-II,










f f¯fH − iξAf f¯γ5fA
)
. (2.5)





≡ 1 + δκi. (2.6)
While κf ’s are different according to the 2HDM type, κV and ξV (V = W
±, Z) have the
common leading order expressions of
κV = sβ−α, ξV = cβ−α. (2.7)
Because the observed Higgs boson at a mass of 125 GeV is very SM-like, the so-called
alignment limit is usually adopted in the 2HDM1, defined by
α = β − pi
2
(alignment limit) (2.8)
−→ κu = κd = 1, κV = 1, ξV = 0,
where u = t, t′, ν ′ and d = b, b′, τ, τ ′. With a sequential fourth generation, however, this
alignment limit does not guarantee a SM-like Higgs boson because of the large contribution
from the fourth generation fermions to the loop induced couplings of the Higgs boson,















f , F = t
′, b′, and the expression for the loop function Ah1/2(τ) is referred
to Ref. [23]. It is known that Ah1/2(τf ) approaches the value of 4/3 when mf  mh. In
the alignment limit (κt′ = κb′ = 1) with MF  mh, therefore, the value of κg approaches
3. We cannot but conclude that a sequential fourth generation in the SM or the aligned
2HDM is excluded by the Higgs precision data.
1The terminology alignment was first used when tuning the Yukawa sector to avoid the tree-level FCNC
without introducing the Z2 symmetry [22].
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Based on the observation that δκg is proportional to (κt′ + κb′) for MF  mh and the
current LHC data cannot determine the sign of κb yet, the exact wrong-sign limit [6, 11, 24]




− β (exact wrong-sign limit) (2.10)







The wrong-sign Yukawa couplings for the down-type fermions cannot be realized in the
SM where there exists only one scalar doublet field: all of the Yukawa couplings can be
set positive by chiral rotation. We need an additional Higgs doublet field, which can be
minimally realized in the 2HDM. Among four types of the 2HDM, only Type-II can accom-
modate the exact wrong-sign limit where both b′ and τ ′ have opposite Yukawa couplings
to t′ and ν ′. In what follows, 2HDM-SM4 denotes the Type-II 2HDM with a sequential
fourth generation in the exact wrong-sign limit.
More surprising feature of the exact wrong-sign limit is that new contributions from
















where Qf is the electric charge of the fermion f , N
f
C is the color factor, and (T
f
3 )L is the
isospin projection of the left-handed fL.
In the 2HDM, however, there exist other Higgs bosons, H, A, and H±. The exact






≡ ξu, ξHd = ξAd = tβ ≡ ξd. (2.12)
An immediate concern is that the Yukawa couplings of b′ and τ ′ with H and A, proportional
to the heavy fermion masses, can be dangerously large especially in the large tβ limit.
Theoretical principles and collider experiments associated with H and A shall constrain
the model significantly.
We now specify the model parameters in the 2HDM-SM4. In the scalar potential sector,
there are 7 free parameters of m212, tβ, and λ1,··· ,5, after applying the tadpole conditions for
m11 and m22. Equivalently we can take the physical parameters of mh, MH , MA, MH± , m
2,
α and β, where m2 = m212/(sβcβ) is chosen because of its efficiency to show the invariance
under the reparameterization in the space of Lagrangian [25]. Since mh = 125 GeV is
known and the exact wrong-sign limit relates α and β as α + β = pi/2, there are five free
parameters in the scalar sector. In the fourth generation fermion sector, only their masses
are unknown because their gauge and Yukawa couplings are the same as the SM fermions.
In summary, the 2HDM-SM4 has the following model parameters:
tβ, m
2, MH , MA, MH± , Mt′ , Mb′ , Mτ ′ , Mν′ . (2.13)
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Brief comments on the fourth generation fermion mass MF and MH± are in order
here. For MF , there are two kinds of constraints working in the opposite way, one from
the unitarity and the other from the direct searches. First, the perturbative unitarity
for the fermion-fermion scattering puts the upper mass bound as mq′ . 550 GeV and
m`′ . 1.2 TeV [26, 27]. On the other hand, the direct searches for t′ and b′ at the LHC put
the lower bounds of Mt′ & 680 GeV under the assumption that the produced t′ and b′ decay
into a SM quark accompanied by a W or Z boson [28]. If the mixing between the SM quarks
and the fourth generation quarks is extremely small like Vi4 . 10−7, however, no limits can
be set [28]. The CDF collaboration took the assumption of specific flavor-mixing rates and
put the lower bound on Mt′ ,Mb′ & 335 − 385 GeV [29, 30]. With general flavor mixing,
the lower mass bounds were recalculated to be as low as 290 GeV [31, 32]. The fourth
generation leptons have weaker bounds as mτ ′ > 100.8 GeV and mν′ > 41 GeV [33]. The
charged Higgs boson mass in a Type-II 2HDM is most strongly constrained by the FCNC
process B¯ → Xsγ. The updated next-to-next-to-leading order SM prediction of BSM(B¯ →
Xsγ) [34, 35] and the recent Bell result [36] got closer, yielding MH± > 570 (440) GeV for
tβ & 2 at 95% (99%) C.L. For tβ . 2, the lower bound on MH± increases significantly. Note
that the fourth generation quarks do not affect the process B¯ → Xsγ under the assumption
of V4i . 10−7.
3 Theoretical constraints on the scalar potential
The quartic coupling constants in the scalar potential VΦ can be rewritten in terms of the










































They are constrained by the following theoretical conditions:
1. The scalar potential VΦ should be bounded from below in any direction, requiring [37,
38]
λ1 > 0, λ2 > 0, λ3 > −
√
λ1λ2, λ3 + λ4 − |λ5| > −
√
λ1λ2. (3.2)
2. The tree-level perturbative unitarity demands [39–41]
|ai,±| ≤ 1, (3.3)
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where ai,± (i = 1, · · · , 6) are the eigenvalues of the T matrix for the S-wave ampli-














λ1 + λ2 ±
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λ1 + λ2 ±
√














(λ3 ± λ5) .
3. The perturbativity of scalar quartic couplings requires
|λi| < 4pi, i = 1, · · · , 5. (3.6)





(tβ − k) > 0, (3.7)
where k = (λ1/λ2)
1/4.
In the exact wrong-sign limit, the theoretical constraints are more difficult to satisfy














2M2H± −M2H +m2h −m2
]
, in the alignment limit.
(3.8)
In both limits, λ3 has the same dependence on M
2
H± but has opposite signs for the M
2
H
terms. Since MH± in a Type-II 2HDM should be very heavy to explain the b→ sγ result,
heavy MH in the exact wrong-sign limit shall easily increase λ3 above 4pi. In the alignment
limit, the negative M2H contribution cancels the positive M
2
H± contribution to some extent,
being able to control the λ3 value.
Figure 1 presents the theoretically allowed parameter space. In the left panel, we show
the allowed parameter space2 of (MH ,m) for MH± = 440 GeV and tβ = 4 (blue region),
MH± = 580 GeV and tβ = 3, 4 (red region), and MH± = 620 GeV and tβ = 4 (black
region). We also set MA = 0.9MH in order to explain the oblique ∆T parameter. Two
cases of tβ = 3 and tβ = 4 for the same MH± = 580 GeV show that small tβ allows more
freedom for m, but does not significantly change the allowed range for MH . When tβ is











































Figure 1: Left panel: Theoretically allowed parameter space of (MH ,m) for tβ = 3, 4,
MH± = 440, 580, 620 GeV, and MA = 0.9MH . Right panel: Theoretically allowed
parameter space of (MH ,MH±) for tβ = 4 and MA = (1± 0.1)MH .
very large, only a fine linear line along MH = m is allowed, irrespective of MH± . The most
important result is that theoretical constraints put an upper bound on MH , of which the
MH± dependence is small and the tβ dependence is negligible.
The charged Higgs boson mass is also bounded from above. In the right panel of
Fig. 1, we show the theoretically allowed parameter space of (MH ,MH±) for tβ = 4. We
consider three cases of MA = MH , MA = 1.1MH , and MA = 0.9MH to explain the oblique
parameter ∆T . It can be seen that MH cannot exceed about 920 GeV and MH± should
be smaller than 620 GeV. Since the tβ dependence on the upper bounds is negligible as
shown in the left panel of Fig. 1, the presence of the upper bounds on MH , m, and MH±
is a generic feature of the 2HDM-SM4. This result is unexpected. In the so-called normal
mass hierarchy scenario where the observed 125 GeV scalar is the lighter h, it is usually
expected that the theory can hide in the decoupling region. However the exact wrong-sign
limit does not allow decoupling of the theory. This is a unique feature of this model.
4 Indirect Constraints from the oblique parameters and the Higgs pre-
cision data
In this section we narrow down the parameter space by applying the indirect constraints
from the electroweak oblique parameters and the Higgs precision data.
4.1 Electroweak oblique parameters ∆S and ∆T
The oblique parameters ∆S and ∆T get affected by the sequential fourth generation












Figure 2: κV and ξV as a function of tβ.
are consistent with the SM values, given by [33]
∆S = 0.05± 0.10, ∆T = 0.08± 0.12, (4.1)
where the parameter ∆T is more sensitive to new particles. It is well known that new
contributions to ∆T are suppressed when the new particles running in the self-energy
diagrams of gauge bosons have the same masses. We require that Mt′ ' Mb′ , Mτ ′ '
Mν′ , and two masses among MH , MA, and MH± are degenerate. We also note that the
contributions from H and A to the oblique parameter ∆T are negative [15] while those
from the fourth generation fermions are positive [26, 43, 45]. Large mass splittings in the
scalar and fourth generation fermion sectors are allowed if exquisite cancellation occurs. In
this work, however, we do not consider the conspiracy between the new scalar sector and
the new fermion sector in explaining the oblique parameters.
4.2 Higgs precision data
We take the combined analysis of ATLAS and CMS on the Higgs coupling modifier κi
based on the LHC Run 1 data, corresponding to integrated luminosities per experiment of
5 fb−1 at
√
s = 7 TeV and 20 fb−1 at
√
s = 8 TeV [46]3. The analysis is based on a few
assumptions, each of which constrains κi’s differently. The 2HDM-SM4 model belongs to
the category where new loop couplings beyond the SM (BSM) are allowed. The analysis
result is that all of κi’s are consistent with the SM value. For the allowed values of κi’s in
this category, we refer the reader to Fig. 15 in Ref. [46].
The exact wrong-sign limit naturally explains the SM-like κt, |κb,τ |, κg and κγ . One
minor concern is |κb|, of which the maximum value at 2σ level is about 5% smaller than
one. Since a small deviation from the exact wrong-sign limit can easily accommodate this
result, we stick to the exact wrong-sign limit as our reference point. On the other hand,
κV can significantly deviate from one. In Fig. 2, we show κV and ξV as a function of tβ.
3 More recent analyses of the 13 TeV data [47, 48] are neither combined ones of the ATLAS and CMS
















Figure 3: The excluded regions of (tβ,∆MDU ) by the observed Higgs coupling modifier
κV at 2σ level, the oblique parameter ∆T at 2σ level, and the perturbativity of Y
H/A
b′ .
Here ∆MDU = Mb′ −Mt′ = Mτ ′ −Mν′ for the fixed MU = 300 GeV. For the oblique ∆T
parameter, we set MH = MA = MH± = 600 GeV.
The observed κV requires very large tβ: if κV = 0.98, we need tβ ≈ 9.95. However too
large tβ violates the perturbativity of the Yukawa couplings of b
′ and τ ′ with H and A,
Y
H/A
b′,τ ′ = tβMb′,τ ′/v. If κV = 0.98 and Mb′ = 340 GeV, for example, we have Y
H
b′ = 13.8.
In summary, there is a tension on the value of tβ: the observed κV pushes tβ upward; the
perturbativity of the Hb′b¯′ coupling presses tβ downward.
In Fig. 3, we summarize the constraints from the oblique parameter ∆T at 2σ level,
the Higgs coupling modifier κV at 2σ level, and the perturbativity of Y
H/A
b′ . Here ∆MDU =
Mb′ −Mt′ = Mτ ′ −Mν′ and MU (= Mt′ = Mν′) is fixed to be 300 GeV. The observed κV
allows tβ & 3, while the perturbativity of Y H/Ab′,τ ′ requires tβ . 8. The oblique parameter
∆T demands that the mass of an up-type fourth generation fermion be similar to that of
the corresponding down-type fermion like ∆M/M . 20%.
In addition, the experimental result on exotic Higgs decay BhBSM ≤ 0.34 [46] has an
important implication on the mass of the pseudoscalar A. In the 2HDM, MA is a free
parameter so that A can be light enough to kinematically allow h → AA. The observed
oblique parameter ∆T can be explained by the mass degeneracy MH ' MH± . When
writing L ⊃ λhAAAAh/2, the partial decay rate is










In the general 2HDM, λhAA is unknown for the given mh and MA because of an additional
free parameter m2. In the exact wrong-sign limit (α+ β = pi/2), however, the m2 term is








The observed BhBSM ≤ 0.34 is translated into Γ(h→ AA) . Γh,SMtot /2, which can be satisfied
when 0.9 . tβ . 1.1 (0.62 . tβ . 1.60) for MA  mh (MA = 62 GeV). This small tβ
region is excluded by the observed κV : see Fig. 2. In summary, a light pseudoscalar boson
with MA . mh/2 in the 2HDM-SM4 is excluded by the observed BhBSM.
5 Decay and Production of H and A
5.1 Decays
In this section, we discuss the decay and production of neutral heavy Higgs bosons, H and
A. Considering the theoretical and direct search bounds on MF , the perturbative unitarity
of the scalar-scalar scattering, and the b→ sγ constraint altogether, we take the following
benchmark scenario:
m = MH , MA ≈MH , MH± = 580 GeV, (5.1)
Mt′ = 300 GeV, Mb′ = 340 GeV, Mν′ = 430 GeV, Mτ ′ = 380 GeV.
Kinematically, the decays of H → AA and H → H+H− are prohibited. Note that the















where gZ = g/cθW , θW is the weak mixing angle, and φ
↔
∂µη = φ∂µη − (∂µφ)η.
In Fig. 4, we show the branching ratios of H as a function of MH for tβ = 4 and
m = MH . Before the WW threshold, the dominant decay mode of H is into bb¯, followed
by ττ and gg modes because of the tβ enhancement in Y
H
b,τ . After the WW/ZZ threshold,
non-zero ξV = cβ−α (cβ−α ≈ 0.47 for tβ = 4) yields dominant decay of H into WW and
ZZ, because of the longitudinal polarization enhancement in the heavy scalar decay into
a massive gauge boson pair [49].
For MH > 2mh, the decay of H → hh becomes also important. The triple Higgs










With the sizable cβ−α and the condition of m 'MH from the theoretical constraints shown
in Fig. 1, the branching ratio of H → hh is substantial. Above the tt¯ threshold, H → tt¯
mode turns on, but not dominantly because Htt¯ coupling is inversely proportional to tβ.

























Figure 4: The branching ratios of H as a function of MH for tβ = 4. We set Mt′ =
300 GeV, Mb′ = 340 GeV, Mν′ = 430 GeV, Mτ ′ = 380 GeV, m = MH , MA = MH , and



















Figure 5: The branching ratios of A as a function of MA for tβ = 4. We set Mt′ =
300 GeV, Mb′ = 340 GeV, Mν′ = 430 GeV, Mτ ′ = 380 GeV, m = MH , MA = MH , and
MH± = 580 GeV.
b′b¯′ and τ ′τ ′ threshold, H → b′b¯′ is dominant and H → τ ′τ ′ is second dominant. The third
dominant decay channel is into H →W±H∓, which always remains important because its
vertex is proportional to sβ−α: see Eq. (5.2).
The branching ratios of the CP-odd Higgs boson A as a function of MA are shown
in Fig. 5. We take the benchmark scenario in Eq. (5.1). Because of the CP-odd nature,
A does not decay into WW , ZZ, or hh, but does decay into Zh since the AZh vertex is
proportional to non-negligible cβ−α. Before the Zh threshold, bb¯ mode is dominant: the
Abb¯ coupling also has the tβ enhancement. The second dominant decay mode into gg has
– 12 –
: ΓH , tβ=4
: ΓH , tβ=3
: ΓA, tβ=4
: ΓA, tβ=3










Figure 6: Total decay width of H and A as a function of their masses for two tβ cases,
tβ = 3 and tβ = 4. We set m = MH , Mt′ = 300 GeV, Mb′ = 340 GeV, Mν′ = 430 GeV,
and Mτ ′ = 380 GeV, and do not include the decays of H → H+H− and H → AA.
much larger branching ratio than the ττ mode, unlike the case of H. It is because of the
larger gg loop function for the CP-odd scalar than that for the CP-even scalar. When
mZ + mh < MA < 2Mb′ , the decay of A → Zh is dominant, contrary to the alignment
limit. In this mass range, the decay into gg is still important. We expect a sizable cross
section of gluon fusion production of A. The branching ratios of the tt¯ and t′t¯′ modes are
not as large as that of the Zh mode because both Att¯ and At′t¯′ couplings are inversely
proportional to tβ. After the b
′b¯′ and τ ′τ ′ threshold, A decays into b′b¯′ dominantly, followed
by the τ ′τ ′ mode. The next dominant mode is into Zh with B(A→ Zh) ∼ O(1)%.
In Fig. 6, we show the total decay widths of H and A as a function of MH and MA
for tβ = 3 and tβ = 4 in the benchmark scenario. For both H and A, Γtot increases
rapidly with its mass, especially above the b′b¯′ threshold. The dependence of ΓH/Atot on tβ
is interesting. Before the b′b¯′ threshold, the larger tβ is, the smaller the total decay width
is. This behavior is due to the fact that the major decay modes before the b′b¯′ threshold,
H → WW/ZZ and A → Zh, have the partial decay rates all proportional to ξ2V which
decreases with increasing tβ: see Fig. 2. After the b
′b¯′ threshold, on the other hand, the
dominant decay rate Γ(H/A→ b′b¯′) is proportional to t2β.
Another crucial question related to Γtot is whether H and A can be probed as a narrow
resonance so that the number of the new events is proportional to the production cross
section times the branching ratio. For reference, the LHC criteria as a narrow resonances
is Γ/M ≤ 1% in the γγ channel [50, 51], Γ/M ≤ 0.5% in the ZZ channel [47, 52], and
Γ/M ≤ 15% in the dijet channel [53]. When tβ = 4, for example, heavy Higgs bosons like
MH & 350 GeV and MA & 300 GeV do not belong to the narrow width category, which
requires going beyond σ × B. Particularly above the b′b¯′ threshold, both ΓHtot and ΓAtot are
so large like Γtot ∼MH . It is almost impossible to observe a mass peak in this mass region.
– 13 –
We need a new strategy.
In order to deal with the very large width case like Γ
H/A
tot ∼ MH/A, two points should
be considered. First, we need full calculation of σ(pp → ij) including the SM continuum
background in order not to miss the significant interference. The second point is that new
events spread out over multiple mij bins, not only to the bin of mij = M . Without the
possibility of observing a mass peak, we may rely on counting total events, which requires a
very good understanding of the background. Or we can utilize the results of usual analysis
of the resonance searches for the excess in the invariant mass bins, which takes the following
steps: (i) events are collected in a specific mij bin; (ii) the number of the events in the
bin is compared with that of the expected background; (iii) no excess leads to the upper
bounds on σ × B(X → ij) for a possible new particle with mass mij . Since multiple mij
bins get affected by a single new particle when Γ ∼ M , we need to calculate the excess of
each mij bin nearby M and compare with the upper bounds on σ × B(A → Zh) for the
corresponding bin. The size of each mij bin, ∆M , depends on the experimental analysis.
Since our dσNP already includes the SM contributions, the excess over the SM backgrounds
corresponds to the difference between the full dσNP and dσSM. In order to compared with
the excess in the mij ∈ [M,M + ∆M ] bin, therefore, we calculate the partially integrated













We shall use this method when constraining very heavy A and H in the Zh and ZZ final
states, respectively.
5.2 Productions
We study the production of H and A. The production cross section of H/A with a small
width is [55]





where p is a parton in a proton and Cpp is the pp dimensionless partonic integral. Because
Cbb¯/Cgg ∼ 0.01 at the 13 TeV LHC and moderate tβ ∈ [3, 8] implies not too large Hbb¯
and Abb¯ couplings, we consider only the gluon fusion production. Figure 7 presents the
gluon fusion production cross sections of H and A at the 13 TeV LHC as a function of
MH and MA respectively. We consider tβ = 3 and tβ = 4, and include the NNLO K factor
by using HIGLU package [54]. In the whole mass ranges, the production cross section is
large: for MH ,MA = 600 GeV, for example, σ(pp→ H/A) ∼ O(10) pb. The pseudoscalar
A has larger cross section than H, because of larger loop function for gg. As tβ increases,
σ(gg → H/A) increases because the contribution from the b′ quark in the loop is enhanced.
For the CP-odd A, the threshold effects at MA = 2mt and MA = 2Mb′ are more prominent
due to the cusp structure of the real part of the gg form factor AA1/2(τ) [56]. We caution the
reader that the production cross section in Eq. (5.5) for MH/A & 2Mb′ gives just a rough
















Figure 7: The gluon fusion production cross sections of H and A as functions of MH and
MA at the 13 TeV LHC for tβ = 3 and tβ = 4. We apply NNLO K factor to the heavy
Higgs resonance production by using HIGLU package [54].
to set the final states ij and to perform the full calculation of σ(pp→ ij) including the SM
continuum background because the interference effects crucially depend on the final state.
6 Constraints from the direct searches
In this section, we study the constraints from the direct searches for neutral scalar bosons
at high energy colliders. The allowed region for the charged Higgs boson mass, 570 .
MH± . 620 GeV, is very difficult to probe because of extremely small production rate of
H± [68]. Our main target channels are summarized in Table 1. Brief comments on γγ,
µ+µ−, and bb¯ modes are in order here. Although the very clean γγ mode is searched for
from mγγ = 65 (70) GeV by the ATLAS (CMS) experiments [69, 70], it does not constrain
the model since the branching ratio is very small: B(A→ γγ) ∼ O(10−5) for MA = 65 GeV.
The data in the µ+µ− channel [71] are also insufficient yet because of the extremely small
B(H/A→ µ+µ−) . O (10−4). The bb¯ mode constrains a NP model only in the heavy mass
range of mbb¯ ≥ 800 GeV [72] due to the huge QCD background, where both B(H → bb¯)
and B(A→ bb¯) are extremely small because of the dominant decays into b′b¯′.
6.1 Constraints from the direct searches on A
Meaningful constraint is from the neutral Higgs boson searches at the LEP through e+e− →
HiHj (Hi,j = h,H,A) in the framework of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model [57].
The analysis was based on four different decay channels of 4b, 2b2τ , and 4τ . Since the
searches span a center of mass energies from 91 GeV to 209 GeV, the heavy CP-even H
cannot be produced kinematically. The CP-odd scalar boson A is produced in association
with h, mediated by the Z boson. With the observed Higgs boson mass of 125 GeV, the
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process target mass range experiment
e+e− → 4b, 4τ, bb¯ττ A [2mτ , 100 GeV] LEP [57]
pp→ ττ H, A [100 GeV, 1 TeV] LHC Run 1 [58, 59]
[90 GeV, 3.2 TeV] LHC Run 2 [60, 61]
pp→ ZZ(∗) H [110 GeV, 1 TeV] LHC Run-2 [62–65]
pp→ Zh A [200, 1000] LHC Run-1 [66, 67]
Table 1: Summary of the direct searches efficient for H/A in the 2HDM-SM4 at high
energy colliders.
LEP result excludes MA . 65 GeV. This is consistent with the exclusion from BhBSM, as
discussed below Eq. (4.3).
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Figure 8: σ(gg → A)×B(A→ ττ) as a function of MA at the 13 TeV LHC for tβ = 3 and
tβ = 4, We apply NNLO K factor to the heavy Higgs resonance production by using HIGLU
package [54]. For comparison, we also show the 95% C.L. upper limits on σ × B(φ → ττ)
data [60, 61].
We now consider the resonance searches in the ττ channel at the LHC. Both ATLAS
and CMS experiments presented their results based on the Run-1 [58, 59] and Run-2 [60, 61]
data. Since the LHC Run-1 data at
√
s = 7+8 TeV put weaker constraints, we focus on the
Run-2 results. In Fig. 8, we show σ×B(A→ ττ) in the 2HDM-SM4 at the 13 TeV LHC. As
shall be shown in the next sub-section, the pseudoscalar A gets much stronger constraint
from the ττ channel than the CP-even H. It is partly because the gluon fusion production
of A is more efficient due to larger loop function than that of H: see Fig. 7. Another reason
is larger branching ratio of A → ττ because of the absence of A → WW/ZZ/hh. Both
ATLAS and CMS experiments exclude the parameter space with tβ ≥ 4 and MA ≤ 2Mb′ .
When tβ = 3 (the minimum value of tβ allowed by the observed κV ), two experiments
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yield different lower bounds on MA. Upon the absence of a combined ATLAS and CMS
analysis yet, we take a conservative stance on constraining the model, i.e., adopting the
weaker constraint between two experiment results. For tβ = 3, MA . 350 GeV is excluded























Figure 9: Feynman diagrams for the gg → Zh process in the 2HDM-SM4. Here q denotes
all of the four generation quarks, including t′ and b′.
The smoking-gun signature for A at the LHC is the Zh channel, followed by Z → `` and
h→ bb¯/ττ [67, 75, 76]. In the SM, pp→ Zh proceeds mainly through qq¯ → Zh, mediated
by Z∗. The gluon fusion production also occurs in the SM through the quark triangle
diagram and the quark box diagram, (a) and (c) in Fig. 9. In the SM, σ(gg → Zh) is
small, about 10% of qq¯ annihilation process, mainly because of the destructive interference
between the triangle and box diagrams [77]. In the 2HDM-SM4, there are four kinds of
new contributions: (i) σ(qq¯ → Zh) is reduced by the factor of κ2V ; (ii) B(h→ bb¯/ττ) in the
exact wrong-sign limit is increased because of smaller Γ(h → WW/ZZ) than in the SM
but the same Γ(h→ bb¯/ττ); (iii) the fourth generation quarks contribute to all of the loop
diagrams for gg → Zh; (iv) new triangle diagrams mediated by A appear. In what follows,
we call Fig. 9(a) the Z-triangle diagram, Fig. 9(b) the A-triangle diagram, and Fig. 9(c)
the box diagram.
In order to see the interference effects in detail, we split the scattering amplitude
into the Z-triangle part (MZ), the A-triangle part (MA), and the box part (M). The






∑[ |MZ |2 + |MA|2 + |M|2 (6.1)
+ 2<e (MZM ∗A) + 2<e (MZM ∗) + 2<e (MAM ∗)
]
≡ σˆZ + σˆA + σˆ + σˆZA + σˆZ + σˆA,
where θ∗ is the scattering angle in the center-of-mass frame and
∑
denotes the proper
summation and average over helicities and colors. Figure 10 shows the individual contri-
butions to the mZh distribution of the full gg → Zh for tβ = 4 and MA = 800 GeV with
ΓAtot = 2.0 TeV at the 13 TeV LHC. We use Kqq¯ = 1.31 and Kgg = 2.1 to match up with
the updated Higgs calculation results [73, 74], and we assume the same K factor for the
NP calculation. The cross section only from the Z triangle diagrams, dσZ , shows threshold
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Figure 10: Invariant mass mZh distribution for gg → Zh production for tβ = 4 and
MA = 800 GeV at
√
s = 13 TeV. We plot individual contributions from the Z-triangle,
A-triangle, box diagrams, and their interference terms. We use Kqq¯ = 1.31 and Kgg =
2.1 [73, 74].
behaviors around mZh ' 2mt, 2Mt′ , 2Mb′ . The contribution from t′ and b′ is rather small
because the corresponding transition amplitude is proportional to the axial vector coupling
of the Z boson, gZffA = −(T f3 )L/2 [74]. For almost degenerate masses of t′ and b′, two
contributions are cancelled. On the other hand, dσ has large signal rate in the heavy mZh




A is compensated by the opposite
sign between Y hb′ and Y
h
t′ . The dσA/dmZh shows a very wide resonance shape, resulting
in small signal rate. Both dσZ and dσZA yield destructive interference in the whole mZh
region, large enough to almost cancel dσZ . The interference between the A-triangle and
box diagrams is constructive for mZh ≤ MA while destructive for mZh ≥ MA, a typical
peak-dip structure [78]. In summary, the contributions from the interference are as large
as non-interference ones.
In Fig. 11, we present the total invariant mass distribution in the SM and two 2HDM-
SM4 cases: one with tβ = 4 and MA = 800 GeV (the pink line) and another with tβ = 3
and MA = 500 GeV (the blue line). We use Kqq¯ = 1.31 and Kgg = 2.1 [73, 74]. For both
NP cases, we calculate the full Feynman diagrams in Fig. 9. The total mZh distribution
for tβ = 4 and MA = 800 GeV, of which the individual contributions are shown in Fig. 10,
shows a peculiar shape with two thresholds of tt¯ and b′b¯′ followed by a very slow down
hill. This bizarre distribution is the consequence of large interference effects. The case
with tβ = 3 and MH = 500 GeV with Γ
A
tot = 13.8 GeV yields a prominent peak over the
SM main background of qq¯ → Zh. The LHC experiments cannot miss the peak. Indeed
the total cross section of pp → Zh for tβ = 3 and MA = 500 GeV is about 24.8 pb, far
above the upper bound on σ × B(A → Zh) ' 0.854 pb at MA = 500 GeV. Larger tβ
– 18 –
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<latexit sha1_base64="l1H/cM+LbqxkSKLIY97hQDivKcA=">AAACAHicbVC7TsMwF HV4lvAqMDCwWLRITFXSBQaGSiwsSEXQh5RGlePepFYdJ7IdpCrqwq+wMIAQK5/Bxt/gthmg5UhXOjrnXl/fE6ScKe0439bK6tr6xmZpy97e2d3bLx8ctlWSSQotmvBEdgOigDMBLc0 0h24qgcQBh04wup76nUeQiiXiQY9T8GMSCRYySrSR+uXj3uyNPJIAYmJXo6iKvftbv1+uODVnBrxM3IJUUIFmv/zVGyQ0i0FoyolSnuuk2s+J1IxymNi9TEFK6IhE4BkqSAzKz2fL J/jMKAMcJtKU0Him/p7ISazUOA5MZ0z0UC16U/E/z8t0eOnnTKSZBkHni8KMY53gaRp4wCRQzceGECqZ+SumQyIJ1SYz24TgLp68TNr1muvU3Lt6pXFVxFFCJ+gUnSMXXaAGukFN1 EIUTdAzekVv1pP1Yr1bH/PWFauYOUJ/YH3+AIDQlaU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l1H/cM+LbqxkSKLIY97hQDivKcA=">AAACAHicbVC7TsMwF HV4lvAqMDCwWLRITFXSBQaGSiwsSEXQh5RGlePepFYdJ7IdpCrqwq+wMIAQK5/Bxt/gthmg5UhXOjrnXl/fE6ScKe0439bK6tr6xmZpy97e2d3bLx8ctlWSSQotmvBEdgOigDMBLc0 0h24qgcQBh04wup76nUeQiiXiQY9T8GMSCRYySrSR+uXj3uyNPJIAYmJXo6iKvftbv1+uODVnBrxM3IJUUIFmv/zVGyQ0i0FoyolSnuuk2s+J1IxymNi9TEFK6IhE4BkqSAzKz2fL J/jMKAMcJtKU0Him/p7ISazUOA5MZ0z0UC16U/E/z8t0eOnnTKSZBkHni8KMY53gaRp4wCRQzceGECqZ+SumQyIJ1SYz24TgLp68TNr1muvU3Lt6pXFVxFFCJ+gUnSMXXaAGukFN1 EIUTdAzekVv1pP1Yr1bH/PWFauYOUJ/YH3+AIDQlaU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l1H/cM+LbqxkSKLIY97hQDivKcA=">AAACAHicbVC7TsMwF HV4lvAqMDCwWLRITFXSBQaGSiwsSEXQh5RGlePepFYdJ7IdpCrqwq+wMIAQK5/Bxt/gthmg5UhXOjrnXl/fE6ScKe0439bK6tr6xmZpy97e2d3bLx8ctlWSSQotmvBEdgOigDMBLc0 0h24qgcQBh04wup76nUeQiiXiQY9T8GMSCRYySrSR+uXj3uyNPJIAYmJXo6iKvftbv1+uODVnBrxM3IJUUIFmv/zVGyQ0i0FoyolSnuuk2s+J1IxymNi9TEFK6IhE4BkqSAzKz2fL J/jMKAMcJtKU0Him/p7ISazUOA5MZ0z0UC16U/E/z8t0eOnnTKSZBkHni8KMY53gaRp4wCRQzceGECqZ+SumQyIJ1SYz24TgLp68TNr1muvU3Lt6pXFVxFFCJ+gUnSMXXaAGukFN1 EIUTdAzekVv1pP1Yr1bH/PWFauYOUJ/YH3+AIDQlaU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l1H/cM+LbqxkSKLIY97hQDivKcA=">AAACAHicbVC7TsMwF HV4lvAqMDCwWLRITFXSBQaGSiwsSEXQh5RGlePepFYdJ7IdpCrqwq+wMIAQK5/Bxt/gthmg5UhXOjrnXl/fE6ScKe0439bK6tr6xmZpy97e2d3bLx8ctlWSSQotmvBEdgOigDMBLc0 0h24qgcQBh04wup76nUeQiiXiQY9T8GMSCRYySrSR+uXj3uyNPJIAYmJXo6iKvftbv1+uODVnBrxM3IJUUIFmv/zVGyQ0i0FoyolSnuuk2s+J1IxymNi9TEFK6IhE4BkqSAzKz2fL J/jMKAMcJtKU0Him/p7ISazUOA5MZ0z0UC16U/E/z8t0eOnnTKSZBkHni8KMY53gaRp4wCRQzceGECqZ+SumQyIJ1SYz24TgLp68TNr1muvU3Lt6pXFVxFFCJ+gUnSMXXaAGukFN1 EIUTdAzekVv1pP1Yr1bH/PWFauYOUJ/YH3+AIDQlaU=</latexit>
gg [t  = 3, MA = 500GeV]
<latexit sha1_base64="FUg1cMe6otWf7fNFHwtD7Rn2SpE=">AAACFnicbVC7SgNBFJ31 bXxFLW0GE8FCw25EtDAQsdBGUDAxkF2W2clNMmT2wcxdISz6Ezb+io2FIrZi5984iSk0emDgcM59zQkSKTTa9qc1MTk1PTM7N59bWFxaXsmvrtV1nCoONR7LWDUCpkGKCGooUEIjUcDCQM J10DsZ+Nc3oLSIoyvsJ+CFrBOJtuAMjeTnd93hjCyQKdzmip1OkTaL6LsBIKvs7dyd+8eVfdsuujunUPf8fMEu2UPQv8QZkQIZ4cLPf7itmKchRMgl07rp2Al6GVMouDQL3VRDwniPdaBp aMRC0F42POmWbhmlRduxMi9COlR/dmQs1LofBqYyZNjV495A/M9rptg+9DIRJSlCxL8XtVNJMaaDjGhLKOAo+4YwroS5lfIuU4yjSTJnQnDGv/yX1Mslxy45l+VC9WgUxxzZIJtkmzjkgF TJGbkgNcLJPXkkz+TFerCerFfr7bt0whr1rJNfsN6/AGlUnO4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FUg1cMe6otWf7fNFHwtD7Rn2SpE=">AAACFnicbVC7SgNBFJ31 bXxFLW0GE8FCw25EtDAQsdBGUDAxkF2W2clNMmT2wcxdISz6Ezb+io2FIrZi5984iSk0emDgcM59zQkSKTTa9qc1MTk1PTM7N59bWFxaXsmvrtV1nCoONR7LWDUCpkGKCGooUEIjUcDCQM J10DsZ+Nc3oLSIoyvsJ+CFrBOJtuAMjeTnd93hjCyQKdzmip1OkTaL6LsBIKvs7dyd+8eVfdsuujunUPf8fMEu2UPQv8QZkQIZ4cLPf7itmKchRMgl07rp2Al6GVMouDQL3VRDwniPdaBp aMRC0F42POmWbhmlRduxMi9COlR/dmQs1LofBqYyZNjV495A/M9rptg+9DIRJSlCxL8XtVNJMaaDjGhLKOAo+4YwroS5lfIuU4yjSTJnQnDGv/yX1Mslxy45l+VC9WgUxxzZIJtkmzjkgF TJGbkgNcLJPXkkz+TFerCerFfr7bt0whr1rJNfsN6/AGlUnO4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FUg1cMe6otWf7fNFHwtD7Rn2SpE=">AAACFnicbVC7SgNBFJ31 bXxFLW0GE8FCw25EtDAQsdBGUDAxkF2W2clNMmT2wcxdISz6Ezb+io2FIrZi5984iSk0emDgcM59zQkSKTTa9qc1MTk1PTM7N59bWFxaXsmvrtV1nCoONR7LWDUCpkGKCGooUEIjUcDCQM J10DsZ+Nc3oLSIoyvsJ+CFrBOJtuAMjeTnd93hjCyQKdzmip1OkTaL6LsBIKvs7dyd+8eVfdsuujunUPf8fMEu2UPQv8QZkQIZ4cLPf7itmKchRMgl07rp2Al6GVMouDQL3VRDwniPdaBp aMRC0F42POmWbhmlRduxMi9COlR/dmQs1LofBqYyZNjV495A/M9rptg+9DIRJSlCxL8XtVNJMaaDjGhLKOAo+4YwroS5lfIuU4yjSTJnQnDGv/yX1Mslxy45l+VC9WgUxxzZIJtkmzjkgF TJGbkgNcLJPXkkz+TFerCerFfr7bt0whr1rJNfsN6/AGlUnO4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FUg1cMe6otWf7fNFHwtD7Rn2SpE=">AAACFnicbVC7SgNBFJ31 bXxFLW0GE8FCw25EtDAQsdBGUDAxkF2W2clNMmT2wcxdISz6Ezb+io2FIrZi5984iSk0emDgcM59zQkSKTTa9qc1MTk1PTM7N59bWFxaXsmvrtV1nCoONR7LWDUCpkGKCGooUEIjUcDCQM J10DsZ+Nc3oLSIoyvsJ+CFrBOJtuAMjeTnd93hjCyQKdzmip1OkTaL6LsBIKvs7dyd+8eVfdsuujunUPf8fMEu2UPQv8QZkQIZ4cLPf7itmKchRMgl07rp2Al6GVMouDQL3VRDwniPdaBp aMRC0F42POmWbhmlRduxMi9COlR/dmQs1LofBqYyZNjV495A/M9rptg+9DIRJSlCxL8XtVNJMaaDjGhLKOAo+4YwroS5lfIuU4yjSTJnQnDGv/yX1Mslxy45l+VC9WgUxxzZIJtkmzjkgF TJGbkgNcLJPXkkz+TFerCerFfr7bt0whr1rJNfsN6/AGlUnO4=</latexit>
gg [t  = 4,MA = 800]
<latexit sha1_base64="QPWyBXVa4u9C3VQnG2Hi5LHYgTc=">AAACE3icbVC7SgNBFJ2N rxhfq5Y2g1lBRMJuEExhIGJjI0QwD0iWZXYySYbMPpi5K4Ql/2Djr9hYKGJrY+ffONmk0OiBgcM59zXHjwVXYNtfRm5peWV1Lb9e2Njc2t4xd/eaKkokZQ0aiUi2faKY4CFrAAfB2rFkJP AFa/mjq6nfumdS8Si8g3HM3IAMQt7nlICWPPOkm81ItcxCIJOCNRhYuGOB1/UZkOrZ6Y13Wa3YtuV6ZtEu2RnwX+LMSRHNUffMz24vokmgB1NBlOo4dgxuSiRwKtik0E0Uiwkd6dUdTUMS MOWm2T0TfKSVHu5HUr8QcKb+7EhJoNQ48HVlQGCoFr2p+J/XSaBfcVMexgmwkM4W9ROBIcLTgHCPS0ZBjDUhVHJ9K6ZDIgkFHWNBh+AsfvkvaZZLjl1ybsvF2sU8jjw6QIfoGDnoHNXQNa qjBqLoAT2hF/RqPBrPxpvxPivNGfOeffQLxsc3ngqcAQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QPWyBXVa4u9C3VQnG2Hi5LHYgTc=">AAACE3icbVC7SgNBFJ2N rxhfq5Y2g1lBRMJuEExhIGJjI0QwD0iWZXYySYbMPpi5K4Ql/2Djr9hYKGJrY+ffONmk0OiBgcM59zXHjwVXYNtfRm5peWV1Lb9e2Njc2t4xd/eaKkokZQ0aiUi2faKY4CFrAAfB2rFkJP AFa/mjq6nfumdS8Si8g3HM3IAMQt7nlICWPPOkm81ItcxCIJOCNRhYuGOB1/UZkOrZ6Y13Wa3YtuV6ZtEu2RnwX+LMSRHNUffMz24vokmgB1NBlOo4dgxuSiRwKtik0E0Uiwkd6dUdTUMS MOWm2T0TfKSVHu5HUr8QcKb+7EhJoNQ48HVlQGCoFr2p+J/XSaBfcVMexgmwkM4W9ROBIcLTgHCPS0ZBjDUhVHJ9K6ZDIgkFHWNBh+AsfvkvaZZLjl1ybsvF2sU8jjw6QIfoGDnoHNXQNa qjBqLoAT2hF/RqPBrPxpvxPivNGfOeffQLxsc3ngqcAQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QPWyBXVa4u9C3VQnG2Hi5LHYgTc=">AAACE3icbVC7SgNBFJ2N rxhfq5Y2g1lBRMJuEExhIGJjI0QwD0iWZXYySYbMPpi5K4Ql/2Djr9hYKGJrY+ffONmk0OiBgcM59zXHjwVXYNtfRm5peWV1Lb9e2Njc2t4xd/eaKkokZQ0aiUi2faKY4CFrAAfB2rFkJP AFa/mjq6nfumdS8Si8g3HM3IAMQt7nlICWPPOkm81ItcxCIJOCNRhYuGOB1/UZkOrZ6Y13Wa3YtuV6ZtEu2RnwX+LMSRHNUffMz24vokmgB1NBlOo4dgxuSiRwKtik0E0Uiwkd6dUdTUMS MOWm2T0TfKSVHu5HUr8QcKb+7EhJoNQ48HVlQGCoFr2p+J/XSaBfcVMexgmwkM4W9ROBIcLTgHCPS0ZBjDUhVHJ9K6ZDIgkFHWNBh+AsfvkvaZZLjl1ybsvF2sU8jjw6QIfoGDnoHNXQNa qjBqLoAT2hF/RqPBrPxpvxPivNGfOeffQLxsc3ngqcAQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QPWyBXVa4u9C3VQnG2Hi5LHYgTc=">AAACE3icbVC7SgNBFJ2N rxhfq5Y2g1lBRMJuEExhIGJjI0QwD0iWZXYySYbMPpi5K4Ql/2Djr9hYKGJrY+ffONmk0OiBgcM59zXHjwVXYNtfRm5peWV1Lb9e2Njc2t4xd/eaKkokZQ0aiUi2faKY4CFrAAfB2rFkJP AFa/mjq6nfumdS8Si8g3HM3IAMQt7nlICWPPOkm81ItcxCIJOCNRhYuGOB1/UZkOrZ6Y13Wa3YtuV6ZtEu2RnwX+LMSRHNUffMz24vokmgB1NBlOo4dgxuSiRwKtik0E0Uiwkd6dUdTUMS MOWm2T0TfKSVHu5HUr8QcKb+7EhJoNQ48HVlQGCoFr2p+J/XSaBfcVMexgmwkM4W9ROBIcLTgHCPS0ZBjDUhVHJ9K6ZDIgkFHWNBh+AsfvkvaZZLjl1ybsvF2sU8jjw6QIfoGDnoHNXQNa qjBqLoAT2hF/RqPBrPxpvxPivNGfOeffQLxsc3ngqcAQ==</latexit>
Figure 11: Invariant mass mZh distribution for pp → Zh process at
√
s = 13 TeV. We
separately present qq¯ contribution and gg contributions in the SM and 2HDM-SM4. We
consider two NP cases: (i) tβ = 3 and MA = 500 GeV; (ii) tβ = 4 and MA = 800 GeV in
the benchmark scenario in Eq. (5.1). We use Kqq¯ = 1.31, and Kgg = 2.1 [73, 74].
does not help to allow the model when MA . 2Mb′ : (i) the resonance peak becomes more
prominent because of smaller width for larger tβ in this mass range as shown in Fig. 6;
(ii) tβ & 4 for MA < 2Mb′ is already excluded by the ττ resonance searches as in Fig. 8.
When MA & 2Mb′ , the width becomes too wide to show a resonance peak. We calculate
the partially integrated cross section for the excess in each mZh bin, defined in Eq.(5.4),
and compare with the ATLAS result of the upper bounds on σ×B(A→ Zh) [75]. We find
that tβ = 4 and MA = 800 GeV is still allowed. This conclusion is valid for larger tβ and
MA > 2Mb′ .
6.2 Constraints from the direct searches for H
For CP-even H, we first study the constraint from the resonance searches in the ττ channel
based on the ATALS and CMS Run-2 data [60, 61]. Figure 12 shows σ × B(H → ττ) in
the 2HDM-SM4 at the 13 TeV LHC. In the benchmark scenario, we consider two cases of
tβ = 3 and tβ = 4. For the K factor, we take the NNLO result from HIGLU package [54].
Compared with the rapid drop of B(H → ττ) as a function of MH in Fig. 4, σ×B(H → ττ)
decreases slowly. This is because of sizable cross section of the gluon fusion production of
H for heavy MH : see Fig. 7. The current LHC data in the ττ final states meaningfully
exclude MH , though less than the pseudoscalar A. Adopting the weaker constraint between
two experiment results, MH < 180 GeV (MH < 350 GeV) is excluded for tβ = 3 (tβ = 4)
at the 95% C.L.
The smoking-gun signature for the CP-even H is from the ZZ final state [62, 63]. In
the SM, the production of a Z boson pair is mainly through the qq¯ annihilation. The gluon
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Figure 12: σ(gg → H)× B(H → ττ) as a function of MH at the 13 TeV LHC. For two
cases of tβ = 3 and tβ = 4, we set Mt′ = 300 GeV, Mb′ = 340 GeV, Mν′ = 430 GeV, and
Mτ ′ = 380 GeV. We apply NNLO K factor to the heavy Higgs resonance production by
using HIGLU package [54]. We also show the ATLAS and CMS 95% C.L. upper bounds on























Figure 13: Feynman diagrams for the gg → ZZ process in the 2HDM-SM4. Here q
denotes all of the four generation quarks, including t′ and b′.
fusion production via the quark loops is sub-leading, of which the cross section is about 10%
of the Drell-Yan process. In the 2HDM-SM4, the Drell-Yan process qq¯ → ZZ is not affected
since the CKM mixing V4i is extremely suppressed. The gluon fusion process has three
kinds of Feynman diagrams as shown in Fig. 13: (a) the triangle diagrams mediated by
h; (b) the triangle diagrams mediated by H; (c) the box diagrams. New contributions are
from the fourth generation quarks running in the loops and from the H-triangle diagram.
Figure 14 shows the non-interference contributions to dσ/dmZZ(gg → ZZ) from the
h-triangle, H-triangle, and box diagrams as a function of mZZ at the 13 TeV LHC. We
set tβ = 4 and MH = 900 GeV and include Kgg = 1.8 and Kqq¯ = 1.5. The definition of
dσi is given in Eq. (6.1). The box diagrams (dσ) yield the continuum background with
monotonically decreasing slope against mZZ , but the fourth generation quarks in the loop
– 20 –
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<latexit sha1_base64="eiPwRAQUq83sCO7TpmRzUnBsQA0=">AAACE3icbVA7T8MwGHR4lvAqMLJYtEiIoU26wMBQiQHGItGHmkSR4zitVTuJbAepivofWPgrLAwgxMrCxr/BbTNAy0mWTnffyxekjEplWd/Gyura+sZmacvc3tnd2y8fHHZkkglM2jhhiegFSBJGY9JWVDHSSwVBPGCkG4yup373gQhJk/hejVPicTSIaUQxUlryy+fubEYeMIRHE7MaQlfSAUf1EHI/7/cnVeikQf2GdDy/XLFq1gxwmdgFqYACLb/85YYJzjiJFWZISse2UuXlSCiKGZmYbiZJqteiAXE0jREn0stn90zgqVZCGCVCv1jBmfq7I0dcyjEPdCVHaigXvan4n+dkKrr0chqnmSIxni+KMgZVAqcBwZAKghUba4KwoPpWiIdIIKx0jKYOwV788jLpNGq2VbPvGpXmVRFHCRyDE3AGbHABmuAWtEAbYPAInsEreDOejBfj3fiYl64YRc8R+APj8wcky50A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eiPwRAQUq83sCO7TpmRzUnBsQA0=">AAACE3icbVA7T8MwGHR4lvAqMLJYtEiIoU26wMBQiQHGItGHmkSR4zitVTuJbAepivofWPgrLAwgxMrCxr/BbTNAy0mWTnffyxekjEplWd/Gyura+sZmacvc3tnd2y8fHHZkkglM2jhhiegFSBJGY9JWVDHSSwVBPGCkG4yup373gQhJk/hejVPicTSIaUQxUlryy+fubEYeMIRHE7MaQlfSAUf1EHI/7/cnVeikQf2GdDy/XLFq1gxwmdgFqYACLb/85YYJzjiJFWZISse2UuXlSCiKGZmYbiZJqteiAXE0jREn0stn90zgqVZCGCVCv1jBmfq7I0dcyjEPdCVHaigXvan4n+dkKrr0chqnmSIxni+KMgZVAqcBwZAKghUba4KwoPpWiIdIIKx0jKYOwV788jLpNGq2VbPvGpXmVRFHCRyDE3AGbHABmuAWtEAbYPAInsEreDOejBfj3fiYl64YRc8R+APj8wcky50A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eiPwRAQUq83sCO7TpmRzUnBsQA0=">AAACE3icbVA7T8MwGHR4lvAqMLJYtEiIoU26wMBQiQHGItGHmkSR4zitVTuJbAepivofWPgrLAwgxMrCxr/BbTNAy0mWTnffyxekjEplWd/Gyura+sZmacvc3tnd2y8fHHZkkglM2jhhiegFSBJGY9JWVDHSSwVBPGCkG4yup373gQhJk/hejVPicTSIaUQxUlryy+fubEYeMIRHE7MaQlfSAUf1EHI/7/cnVeikQf2GdDy/XLFq1gxwmdgFqYACLb/85YYJzjiJFWZISse2UuXlSCiKGZmYbiZJqteiAXE0jREn0stn90zgqVZCGCVCv1jBmfq7I0dcyjEPdCVHaigXvan4n+dkKrr0chqnmSIxni+KMgZVAqcBwZAKghUba4KwoPpWiIdIIKx0jKYOwV788jLpNGq2VbPvGpXmVRFHCRyDE3AGbHABmuAWtEAbYPAInsEreDOejBfj3fiYl64YRc8R+APj8wcky50A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eiPwRAQUq83sCO7TpmRzUnBsQA0=">AAACE3icbVA7T8MwGHR4lvAqMLJYtEiIoU26wMBQiQHGItGHmkSR4zitVTuJbAepivofWPgrLAwgxMrCxr/BbTNAy0mWTnffyxekjEplWd/Gyura+sZmacvc3tnd2y8fHHZkkglM2jhhiegFSBJGY9JWVDHSSwVBPGCkG4yup373gQhJk/hejVPicTSIaUQxUlryy+fubEYeMIRHE7MaQlfSAUf1EHI/7/cnVeikQf2GdDy/XLFq1gxwmdgFqYACLb/85YYJzjiJFWZISse2UuXlSCiKGZmYbiZJqteiAXE0jREn0stn90zgqVZCGCVCv1jBmfq7I0dcyjEPdCVHaigXvan4n+dkKrr0chqnmSIxni+KMgZVAqcBwZAKghUba4KwoPpWiIdIIKx0jKYOwV788jLpNGq2VbPvGpXmVRFHCRyDE3AGbHABmuAWtEAbYPAInsEreDOejBfj3fiYl64YRc8R+APj8wcky50A</latexit>
t  = 4,MH = 900GeV
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Figure 14: The differential cross section for gg → ZZ against mZZ in the 2HDM-
SM4 at the 13 TeV LHC. We set tβ = 4 and MH = 900 GeV. We show individual
contributions from the h-triangle, H-triangle, and box diagrams. We include Kgg = 1.8 [79]
and Kqq¯ = 1.5 [80].
slow the slope around the b′b¯′ threshold. In terms of the total signal rate, the contribution
from the box diagrams is dominant. The H-triangle diagrams yield a very wide resonance
peak around MA = 900 GeV. In the range of mZZ & 1 TeV, the contribution from
the H-triangle diagrams is as large as that from the box diagrams. On the other hand,
the h-triangle diagrams make a negligible contribution in the whole range of mZZ . The
total distribution denoted by the black line shows some deviation from the simple sum of
dσ + dσH + dσh, especially around mZZ ∼ 700 GeV. Obviously the interference plays a
role.
In Fig. 15, we show the three kinds of interference effects, dσij defined in Eq. (6.1),
that are too small to show together with non-interference dσi in a single plot. First the
interference between the h-triangle and box diagrams, σh, is destructive and largest. We
observe the threshold effects around 2mt and 2Mb′ . The interference dσH shows a very
asymmetric and wide peak-dip structure [81], practically like a wide peak of constructive
interference. The opposite sign between dσh and dσH is attributed to the opposite sign
between the hb′b¯′ and Hb′b¯′ couplings. Finally dσhH is destructive but negligible.
Figure 16 shows the total invariant mass mZZ distributions of qq¯ → ZZ in the SM,
gg → ZZ in the SM and the 2HDM-SM4. We consider three NP cases: (i) tβ = 3 and
MH = 500 GeV; (ii) tβ = 4 and MH = 900 GeV; (i) tβ = 7 and MH = 900 GeV. It is clear
to see that the case of tβ = 3 and MH = 500 GeV, which was allowed by the ττ constraint
in Fig. 12, yields a very outstanding peak because of relatively narrow width and large
production rate of gg → H. Apparently, the current upper bound on σ × B(φ → ZZ)
excludes this case. Note that the whole parameter space with MH < 2Mb′ (where H
remains as a prominent peak) is excluded since larger tβ yields larger production cross
– 21 –





















<latexit sha1_base64="eiPwRAQUq83sCO7TpmRzUnBsQA0=">AAACE3icbVA7T8MwGHR4lvAqMLJYtEiIoU26wMBQiQHGItGHmkSR4zitVTuJbAepivofWPgrLAwgxMrCxr/BbTNAy0mWTnffyxekjEplWd/Gyura+sZmacvc3tnd2y8fHHZkkglM2jhhiegFSBJGY9JWVDHSSwVBPGCkG4yup373gQhJk/hejVPicTSIaUQxUlryy+fubEYeMIRHE7MaQlfSAUf1EHI/7/cnVeikQf2GdDy/XLFq1gxwmdgFqYACLb/85YYJzjiJFWZISse2UuXlSCiKGZmYbiZJqteiAXE0jREn0stn90zgqVZCGCVCv1jBmfq7I0dcyjEPdCVHaigXvan4n+dkKrr0chqnmSIxni+KMgZVAqcBwZAKghUba4KwoPpWiIdIIKx0jKYOwV788jLpNGq2VbPvGpXmVRFHCRyDE3AGbHABmuAWtEAbYPAInsEreDOejBfj3fiYl64YRc8R+APj8wcky50A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eiPwRAQUq83sCO7TpmRzUnBsQA0=">AAACE3icbVA7T8MwGHR4lvAqMLJYtEiIoU26wMBQiQHGItGHmkSR4zitVTuJbAepivofWPgrLAwgxMrCxr/BbTNAy0mWTnffyxekjEplWd/Gyura+sZmacvc3tnd2y8fHHZkkglM2jhhiegFSBJGY9JWVDHSSwVBPGCkG4yup373gQhJk/hejVPicTSIaUQxUlryy+fubEYeMIRHE7MaQlfSAUf1EHI/7/cnVeikQf2GdDy/XLFq1gxwmdgFqYACLb/85YYJzjiJFWZISse2UuXlSCiKGZmYbiZJqteiAXE0jREn0stn90zgqVZCGCVCv1jBmfq7I0dcyjEPdCVHaigXvan4n+dkKrr0chqnmSIxni+KMgZVAqcBwZAKghUba4KwoPpWiIdIIKx0jKYOwV788jLpNGq2VbPvGpXmVRFHCRyDE3AGbHABmuAWtEAbYPAInsEreDOejBfj3fiYl64YRc8R+APj8wcky50A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eiPwRAQUq83sCO7TpmRzUnBsQA0=">AAACE3icbVA7T8MwGHR4lvAqMLJYtEiIoU26wMBQiQHGItGHmkSR4zitVTuJbAepivofWPgrLAwgxMrCxr/BbTNAy0mWTnffyxekjEplWd/Gyura+sZmacvc3tnd2y8fHHZkkglM2jhhiegFSBJGY9JWVDHSSwVBPGCkG4yup373gQhJk/hejVPicTSIaUQxUlryy+fubEYeMIRHE7MaQlfSAUf1EHI/7/cnVeikQf2GdDy/XLFq1gxwmdgFqYACLb/85YYJzjiJFWZISse2UuXlSCiKGZmYbiZJqteiAXE0jREn0stn90zgqVZCGCVCv1jBmfq7I0dcyjEPdCVHaigXvan4n+dkKrr0chqnmSIxni+KMgZVAqcBwZAKghUba4KwoPpWiIdIIKx0jKYOwV788jLpNGq2VbPvGpXmVRFHCRyDE3AGbHABmuAWtEAbYPAInsEreDOejBfj3fiYl64YRc8R+APj8wcky50A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eiPwRAQUq83sCO7TpmRzUnBsQA0=">AAACE3icbVA7T8MwGHR4lvAqMLJYtEiIoU26wMBQiQHGItGHmkSR4zitVTuJbAepivofWPgrLAwgxMrCxr/BbTNAy0mWTnffyxekjEplWd/Gyura+sZmacvc3tnd2y8fHHZkkglM2jhhiegFSBJGY9JWVDHSSwVBPGCkG4yup373gQhJk/hejVPicTSIaUQxUlryy+fubEYeMIRHE7MaQlfSAUf1EHI/7/cnVeikQf2GdDy/XLFq1gxwmdgFqYACLb/85YYJzjiJFWZISse2UuXlSCiKGZmYbiZJqteiAXE0jREn0stn90zgqVZCGCVCv1jBmfq7I0dcyjEPdCVHaigXvan4n+dkKrr0chqnmSIxni+KMgZVAqcBwZAKghUba4KwoPpWiIdIIKx0jKYOwV788jLpNGq2VbPvGpXmVRFHCRyDE3AGbHABmuAWtEAbYPAInsEreDOejBfj3fiYl64YRc8R+APj8wcky50A</latexit>
t  = 4,MH = 900GeV
<latexit sha1_base64="Btseh8am93ojkf8JbghCy6nQPAA=">AAACDXicbVBNS8NAFNz4WetX1aOXYCt4k JKIoB4KRQ/2IlSwrdCEsNm+6uJmE3ZfhBL6B7z4V7x4UMSrd2/+GzdtD1odWBhm3vD2TZgIrtFxvqyZ2bn5hcXCUnF5ZXVtvbSx2dZxqhi0WCxidR1SDYJLaCFHAdeJAhqFAjrh3Vnud+5BaR7LKxwk4Ef0RvI+ZxSNFJQqXi p7oPJ4VsHACwFp7XD/ImjUThyn4u2fQ3sYlMpO1RnB/kvcCSmTCZpB6dPrxSyNQCITVOuu6yToZ1QhZwKGRS/VkFB2R2+ga6ikEWg/G10ztHeN0rP7sTJPoj1SfyYyGmk9iEIzGVG81dNeLv7ndVPsH/sZl0mKINl4UT8VNs Z2Xo3d4woYioEhlClu/mqzW6ooQ1Ng0ZTgTp/8l7QPqq5TdS8PyvXTSR0Fsk12yB5xyRGpkwZpkhZh5IE8kRfyaj1az9ab9T4enbEmmS3yC9bHN/8cmi8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Btseh8am93ojkf8JbghCy6nQPAA=">AAACDXicbVBNS8NAFNz4WetX1aOXYCt4k JKIoB4KRQ/2IlSwrdCEsNm+6uJmE3ZfhBL6B7z4V7x4UMSrd2/+GzdtD1odWBhm3vD2TZgIrtFxvqyZ2bn5hcXCUnF5ZXVtvbSx2dZxqhi0WCxidR1SDYJLaCFHAdeJAhqFAjrh3Vnud+5BaR7LKxwk4Ef0RvI+ZxSNFJQqXi p7oPJ4VsHACwFp7XD/ImjUThyn4u2fQ3sYlMpO1RnB/kvcCSmTCZpB6dPrxSyNQCITVOuu6yToZ1QhZwKGRS/VkFB2R2+ga6ikEWg/G10ztHeN0rP7sTJPoj1SfyYyGmk9iEIzGVG81dNeLv7ndVPsH/sZl0mKINl4UT8VNs Z2Xo3d4woYioEhlClu/mqzW6ooQ1Ng0ZTgTp/8l7QPqq5TdS8PyvXTSR0Fsk12yB5xyRGpkwZpkhZh5IE8kRfyaj1az9ab9T4enbEmmS3yC9bHN/8cmi8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Btseh8am93ojkf8JbghCy6nQPAA=">AAACDXicbVBNS8NAFNz4WetX1aOXYCt4k JKIoB4KRQ/2IlSwrdCEsNm+6uJmE3ZfhBL6B7z4V7x4UMSrd2/+GzdtD1odWBhm3vD2TZgIrtFxvqyZ2bn5hcXCUnF5ZXVtvbSx2dZxqhi0WCxidR1SDYJLaCFHAdeJAhqFAjrh3Vnud+5BaR7LKxwk4Ef0RvI+ZxSNFJQqXi p7oPJ4VsHACwFp7XD/ImjUThyn4u2fQ3sYlMpO1RnB/kvcCSmTCZpB6dPrxSyNQCITVOuu6yToZ1QhZwKGRS/VkFB2R2+ga6ikEWg/G10ztHeN0rP7sTJPoj1SfyYyGmk9iEIzGVG81dNeLv7ndVPsH/sZl0mKINl4UT8VNs Z2Xo3d4woYioEhlClu/mqzW6ooQ1Ng0ZTgTp/8l7QPqq5TdS8PyvXTSR0Fsk12yB5xyRGpkwZpkhZh5IE8kRfyaj1az9ab9T4enbEmmS3yC9bHN/8cmi8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Btseh8am93ojkf8JbghCy6nQPAA=">AAACDXicbVBNS8NAFNz4WetX1aOXYCt4k JKIoB4KRQ/2IlSwrdCEsNm+6uJmE3ZfhBL6B7z4V7x4UMSrd2/+GzdtD1odWBhm3vD2TZgIrtFxvqyZ2bn5hcXCUnF5ZXVtvbSx2dZxqhi0WCxidR1SDYJLaCFHAdeJAhqFAjrh3Vnud+5BaR7LKxwk4Ef0RvI+ZxSNFJQqXi p7oPJ4VsHACwFp7XD/ImjUThyn4u2fQ3sYlMpO1RnB/kvcCSmTCZpB6dPrxSyNQCITVOuu6yToZ1QhZwKGRS/VkFB2R2+ga6ikEWg/G10ztHeN0rP7sTJPoj1SfyYyGmk9iEIzGVG81dNeLv7ndVPsH/sZl0mKINl4UT8VNs Z2Xo3d4woYioEhlClu/mqzW6ooQ1Ng0ZTgTp/8l7QPqq5TdS8PyvXTSR0Fsk12yB5xyRGpkwZpkhZh5IE8kRfyaj1az9ab9T4enbEmmS3yC9bHN/8cmi8=</latexit>
d h⇤
<latexit sha1_base64="DZTrYPzqh5IJ0PGLY 0KSzGuB67A=">AAAB+3icdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vWpdugq3gqmQK1XZX6sZlBfuAzjBkMmkbmskMSUZa hvkVNy4UceuPuPNvTB+Cih64cDjnXu69x485UxqhDyu3sbm1vZPfLeztHxweFY9LPRUlktAuiXgkB z5WlDNBu5ppTgexpDj0Oe370+uF37+nUrFI3Ol5TN0QjwUbMYK1kbxiqRJAR7FxiL104rSjWVbxim VUrdVRs4EgqqIlDKkju3lpQ3utlMEaHa/47gQRSUIqNOFYqaGNYu2mWGpGOM0KTqJojMkUj+nQUIFD qtx0eXsGz40SwFEkTQkNl+r3iRSHSs1D33SGWE/Ub28h/uUNEz1quCkTcaKpIKtFo4RDHcFFEDBgk hLN54ZgIpm5FZIJlphoE1fBhPD1Kfyf9GpVG1Xt21q51V7HkQen4AxcABtcgRa4AR3QBQTMwAN4As 9WZj1aL9brqjVnrWdOwA9Yb59pjpQI</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DZTrYPzqh5IJ0PGLY 0KSzGuB67A=">AAAB+3icdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vWpdugq3gqmQK1XZX6sZlBfuAzjBkMmkbmskMSUZa hvkVNy4UceuPuPNvTB+Cih64cDjnXu69x485UxqhDyu3sbm1vZPfLeztHxweFY9LPRUlktAuiXgkB z5WlDNBu5ppTgexpDj0Oe370+uF37+nUrFI3Ol5TN0QjwUbMYK1kbxiqRJAR7FxiL104rSjWVbxim VUrdVRs4EgqqIlDKkju3lpQ3utlMEaHa/47gQRSUIqNOFYqaGNYu2mWGpGOM0KTqJojMkUj+nQUIFD qtx0eXsGz40SwFEkTQkNl+r3iRSHSs1D33SGWE/Ub28h/uUNEz1quCkTcaKpIKtFo4RDHcFFEDBgk hLN54ZgIpm5FZIJlphoE1fBhPD1Kfyf9GpVG1Xt21q51V7HkQen4AxcABtcgRa4AR3QBQTMwAN4As 9WZj1aL9brqjVnrWdOwA9Yb59pjpQI</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DZTrYPzqh5IJ0PGLY 0KSzGuB67A=">AAAB+3icdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vWpdugq3gqmQK1XZX6sZlBfuAzjBkMmkbmskMSUZa hvkVNy4UceuPuPNvTB+Cih64cDjnXu69x485UxqhDyu3sbm1vZPfLeztHxweFY9LPRUlktAuiXgkB z5WlDNBu5ppTgexpDj0Oe370+uF37+nUrFI3Ol5TN0QjwUbMYK1kbxiqRJAR7FxiL104rSjWVbxim VUrdVRs4EgqqIlDKkju3lpQ3utlMEaHa/47gQRSUIqNOFYqaGNYu2mWGpGOM0KTqJojMkUj+nQUIFD qtx0eXsGz40SwFEkTQkNl+r3iRSHSs1D33SGWE/Ub28h/uUNEz1quCkTcaKpIKtFo4RDHcFFEDBgk hLN54ZgIpm5FZIJlphoE1fBhPD1Kfyf9GpVG1Xt21q51V7HkQen4AxcABtcgRa4AR3QBQTMwAN4As 9WZj1aL9brqjVnrWdOwA9Yb59pjpQI</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DZTrYPzqh5IJ0PGLY 0KSzGuB67A=">AAAB+3icdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vWpdugq3gqmQK1XZX6sZlBfuAzjBkMmkbmskMSUZa hvkVNy4UceuPuPNvTB+Cih64cDjnXu69x485UxqhDyu3sbm1vZPfLeztHxweFY9LPRUlktAuiXgkB z5WlDNBu5ppTgexpDj0Oe370+uF37+nUrFI3Ol5TN0QjwUbMYK1kbxiqRJAR7FxiL104rSjWVbxim VUrdVRs4EgqqIlDKkju3lpQ3utlMEaHa/47gQRSUIqNOFYqaGNYu2mWGpGOM0KTqJojMkUj+nQUIFD qtx0eXsGz40SwFEkTQkNl+r3iRSHSs1D33SGWE/Ub28h/uUNEz1quCkTcaKpIKtFo4RDHcFFEDBgk hLN54ZgIpm5FZIJlphoE1fBhPD1Kfyf9GpVG1Xt21q51V7HkQen4AxcABtcgRa4AR3QBQTMwAN4As 9WZj1aL9brqjVnrWdOwA9Yb59pjpQI</latexit>
d H⇤
<latexit sha1_base64="RBkAEojf83UE3mDt3MRRGagsbMk=">AAAB+3icdVDLTsJAFJ3iC/GFuH QzEUxcNW0lgDuCG5aYiJBA00ynU5gwfWRmaiBNf8WNC41x64+482+cAiZq9CQ3OTnn3tx7jxszKqRhfGiFjc2t7Z3ibmlv/+DwqHxcuRNRwjHp44hFfOgiQRgNSV9Sycgw5gQFLiMDd3ad+4N7wgWNwlu5 iIkdoElIfYqRVJJTrtQ8OBZ0EiAn7Y470TyrOeWqoV+1Gla9AQ3dMJqmZebEatYv69BUSo4qWKPnlN/HXoSTgIQSMyTEyDRiaaeIS4oZyUrjRJAY4RmakJGiIQqIsNPl7Rk8V4oH/YirCiVcqt8nUhQIsQ hc1RkgORW/vVz8yxsl0m/ZKQ3jRJIQrxb5CYMygnkQ0KOcYMkWiiDMqboV4iniCEsVV0mF8PUp/J/cWbpp6OaNVW131nEUwSk4AxfABE3QBl3QA32AwRw8gCfwrGXao/aiva5aC9p65gT8gPb2CVW/k/w= </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RBkAEojf83UE3mDt3MRRGagsbMk=">AAAB+3icdVDLTsJAFJ3iC/GFuH QzEUxcNW0lgDuCG5aYiJBA00ynU5gwfWRmaiBNf8WNC41x64+482+cAiZq9CQ3OTnn3tx7jxszKqRhfGiFjc2t7Z3ibmlv/+DwqHxcuRNRwjHp44hFfOgiQRgNSV9Sycgw5gQFLiMDd3ad+4N7wgWNwlu5 iIkdoElIfYqRVJJTrtQ8OBZ0EiAn7Y470TyrOeWqoV+1Gla9AQ3dMJqmZebEatYv69BUSo4qWKPnlN/HXoSTgIQSMyTEyDRiaaeIS4oZyUrjRJAY4RmakJGiIQqIsNPl7Rk8V4oH/YirCiVcqt8nUhQIsQ hc1RkgORW/vVz8yxsl0m/ZKQ3jRJIQrxb5CYMygnkQ0KOcYMkWiiDMqboV4iniCEsVV0mF8PUp/J/cWbpp6OaNVW131nEUwSk4AxfABE3QBl3QA32AwRw8gCfwrGXao/aiva5aC9p65gT8gPb2CVW/k/w= </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RBkAEojf83UE3mDt3MRRGagsbMk=">AAAB+3icdVDLTsJAFJ3iC/GFuH QzEUxcNW0lgDuCG5aYiJBA00ynU5gwfWRmaiBNf8WNC41x64+482+cAiZq9CQ3OTnn3tx7jxszKqRhfGiFjc2t7Z3ibmlv/+DwqHxcuRNRwjHp44hFfOgiQRgNSV9Sycgw5gQFLiMDd3ad+4N7wgWNwlu5 iIkdoElIfYqRVJJTrtQ8OBZ0EiAn7Y470TyrOeWqoV+1Gla9AQ3dMJqmZebEatYv69BUSo4qWKPnlN/HXoSTgIQSMyTEyDRiaaeIS4oZyUrjRJAY4RmakJGiIQqIsNPl7Rk8V4oH/YirCiVcqt8nUhQIsQ hc1RkgORW/vVz8yxsl0m/ZKQ3jRJIQrxb5CYMygnkQ0KOcYMkWiiDMqboV4iniCEsVV0mF8PUp/J/cWbpp6OaNVW131nEUwSk4AxfABE3QBl3QA32AwRw8gCfwrGXao/aiva5aC9p65gT8gPb2CVW/k/w= </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RBkAEojf83UE3mDt3MRRGagsbMk=">AAAB+3icdVDLTsJAFJ3iC/GFuH QzEUxcNW0lgDuCG5aYiJBA00ynU5gwfWRmaiBNf8WNC41x64+482+cAiZq9CQ3OTnn3tx7jxszKqRhfGiFjc2t7Z3ibmlv/+DwqHxcuRNRwjHp44hFfOgiQRgNSV9Sycgw5gQFLiMDd3ad+4N7wgWNwlu5 iIkdoElIfYqRVJJTrtQ8OBZ0EiAn7Y470TyrOeWqoV+1Gla9AQ3dMJqmZebEatYv69BUSo4qWKPnlN/HXoSTgIQSMyTEyDRiaaeIS4oZyUrjRJAY4RmakJGiIQqIsNPl7Rk8V4oH/YirCiVcqt8nUhQIsQ hc1RkgORW/vVz8yxsl0m/ZKQ3jRJIQrxb5CYMygnkQ0KOcYMkWiiDMqboV4iniCEsVV0mF8PUp/J/cWbpp6OaNVW131nEUwSk4AxfABE3QBl3QA32AwRw8gCfwrGXao/aiva5aC9p65gT8gPb2CVW/k/w= </latexit>
d hH
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Figure 15: The differential cross section for gg → ZZ against mZZ from the interference
terms. We set tβ = 4 and MH = 900 GeV at the 13 TeV LHC. We include Kgg = 1.8 [79]
and Kqq¯ = 1.5 [80].
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<latexit sha1_base64="75+mbmDWjCzBU1kkDqIau1EuI9M=">AAAB8nicdVBNS0JBFJ1nX2ZfVss2Qxq0knmPTF0EUpuW BmmCiswbRx2cN+8xc18gD39GmxZFtO3XtOvfNE8NKurAhcM593LvPX4khQFCPpzMyura+kZ2M7e1vbO7l98/aJkw1ow3WShD3fap4VIo3gQBkrcjzWngS37nT65S/+6eayNCdQvTiPcCOlJiKBgFK3WK0O/6HOhFpdjPF0jJK5NapYpJqUzc2plnCSHV2j nBriUpCmiJRj//3h2ELA64AiapMR2XRNBLqAbBJJ/lurHhEWUTOuIdSxUNuOkl85Nn+MQqAzwMtS0FeK5+n0hoYMw08G1nQGFsfnup+JfXiWFY7SVCRTFwxRaLhrHEEOL0fzwQmjOQU0so08LeitmYasrAppSzIXx9iv8nLa/kkpJ74xXql8s4sugIHaNT5 KIKqqNr1EBNxFCIHtATenbAeXRenNdFa8ZZzhyiH3DePgF5kpC4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="75+mbmDWjCzBU1kkDqIau1EuI9M=">AAAB8nicdVBNS0JBFJ1nX2ZfVss2Qxq0knmPTF0EUpuW BmmCiswbRx2cN+8xc18gD39GmxZFtO3XtOvfNE8NKurAhcM593LvPX4khQFCPpzMyura+kZ2M7e1vbO7l98/aJkw1ow3WShD3fap4VIo3gQBkrcjzWngS37nT65S/+6eayNCdQvTiPcCOlJiKBgFK3WK0O/6HOhFpdjPF0jJK5NapYpJqUzc2plnCSHV2j nBriUpCmiJRj//3h2ELA64AiapMR2XRNBLqAbBJJ/lurHhEWUTOuIdSxUNuOkl85Nn+MQqAzwMtS0FeK5+n0hoYMw08G1nQGFsfnup+JfXiWFY7SVCRTFwxRaLhrHEEOL0fzwQmjOQU0so08LeitmYasrAppSzIXx9iv8nLa/kkpJ74xXql8s4sugIHaNT5 KIKqqNr1EBNxFCIHtATenbAeXRenNdFa8ZZzhyiH3DePgF5kpC4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="75+mbmDWjCzBU1kkDqIau1EuI9M=">AAAB8nicdVBNS0JBFJ1nX2ZfVss2Qxq0knmPTF0EUpuW BmmCiswbRx2cN+8xc18gD39GmxZFtO3XtOvfNE8NKurAhcM593LvPX4khQFCPpzMyura+kZ2M7e1vbO7l98/aJkw1ow3WShD3fap4VIo3gQBkrcjzWngS37nT65S/+6eayNCdQvTiPcCOlJiKBgFK3WK0O/6HOhFpdjPF0jJK5NapYpJqUzc2plnCSHV2j nBriUpCmiJRj//3h2ELA64AiapMR2XRNBLqAbBJJ/lurHhEWUTOuIdSxUNuOkl85Nn+MQqAzwMtS0FeK5+n0hoYMw08G1nQGFsfnup+JfXiWFY7SVCRTFwxRaLhrHEEOL0fzwQmjOQU0so08LeitmYasrAppSzIXx9iv8nLa/kkpJ74xXql8s4sugIHaNT5 KIKqqNr1EBNxFCIHtATenbAeXRenNdFa8ZZzhyiH3DePgF5kpC4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="75+mbmDWjCzBU1kkDqIau1EuI9M=">AAAB8nicdVBNS0JBFJ1nX2ZfVss2Qxq0knmPTF0EUpuW BmmCiswbRx2cN+8xc18gD39GmxZFtO3XtOvfNE8NKurAhcM593LvPX4khQFCPpzMyura+kZ2M7e1vbO7l98/aJkw1ow3WShD3fap4VIo3gQBkrcjzWngS37nT65S/+6eayNCdQvTiPcCOlJiKBgFK3WK0O/6HOhFpdjPF0jJK5NapYpJqUzc2plnCSHV2j nBriUpCmiJRj//3h2ELA64AiapMR2XRNBLqAbBJJ/lurHhEWUTOuIdSxUNuOkl85Nn+MQqAzwMtS0FeK5+n0hoYMw08G1nQGFsfnup+JfXiWFY7SVCRTFwxRaLhrHEEOL0fzwQmjOQU0so08LeitmYasrAppSzIXx9iv8nLa/kkpJ74xXql8s4sugIHaNT5 KIKqqNr1EBNxFCIHtATenbAeXRenNdFa8ZZzhyiH3DePgF5kpC4</latexit>
t  = 3,MH = 500 GeV
<latexit sha1_base64="G6zLL+MKiYgsmMDJiZ1rUc/ky Q0=">AAACAHicdVC7SkNBEN3r2/iKWljYLEbBQsJuRBMLQbTQRlAwUUjCZe9mokv2PtidK4QQC3/FxkIRWz/Dzr9xr0Z Q0QMDh3NmmJkTJFpZZOzNGxoeGR0bn5jMTU3PzM7l5xdqNk6NhKqMdWwuAmFBqwiqqFDDRWJAhIGG86BzkPnn12CsiqMz 7CbQDMVlpNpKCnSSn19aRb8RAIrdzY1j/2h3i7HVm0Oo+fkCKzLGOOc0I7y8zRzZ2amUeIXyzHIokAFO/PxroxXLNIQIp RbW1jlLsNkTBpXU0M81UguJkB1xCXVHIxGCbfY+HujTNae0aDs2riKkH+r3iZ4Ire2GgesMBV7Z314m/uXVU2xXmj0VJ SlCJD8XtVNNMaZZGrSlDEjUXUeENMrdSuWVMEKiyyznQvj6lP5PaqUiZ0V+Wirs7Q/imCDLZIWsE07KZI8ckRNSJZL0yR 15II/erXfvPXnPn61D3mBmkfyA9/IO/j6Uug==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="G6zLL+MKiYgsmMDJiZ1rUc/ky Q0=">AAACAHicdVC7SkNBEN3r2/iKWljYLEbBQsJuRBMLQbTQRlAwUUjCZe9mokv2PtidK4QQC3/FxkIRWz/Dzr9xr0Z Q0QMDh3NmmJkTJFpZZOzNGxoeGR0bn5jMTU3PzM7l5xdqNk6NhKqMdWwuAmFBqwiqqFDDRWJAhIGG86BzkPnn12CsiqMz 7CbQDMVlpNpKCnSSn19aRb8RAIrdzY1j/2h3i7HVm0Oo+fkCKzLGOOc0I7y8zRzZ2amUeIXyzHIokAFO/PxroxXLNIQIp RbW1jlLsNkTBpXU0M81UguJkB1xCXVHIxGCbfY+HujTNae0aDs2riKkH+r3iZ4Ire2GgesMBV7Z314m/uXVU2xXmj0VJ SlCJD8XtVNNMaZZGrSlDEjUXUeENMrdSuWVMEKiyyznQvj6lP5PaqUiZ0V+Wirs7Q/imCDLZIWsE07KZI8ckRNSJZL0yR 15II/erXfvPXnPn61D3mBmkfyA9/IO/j6Uug==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="G6zLL+MKiYgsmMDJiZ1rUc/ky Q0=">AAACAHicdVC7SkNBEN3r2/iKWljYLEbBQsJuRBMLQbTQRlAwUUjCZe9mokv2PtidK4QQC3/FxkIRWz/Dzr9xr0Z Q0QMDh3NmmJkTJFpZZOzNGxoeGR0bn5jMTU3PzM7l5xdqNk6NhKqMdWwuAmFBqwiqqFDDRWJAhIGG86BzkPnn12CsiqMz 7CbQDMVlpNpKCnSSn19aRb8RAIrdzY1j/2h3i7HVm0Oo+fkCKzLGOOc0I7y8zRzZ2amUeIXyzHIokAFO/PxroxXLNIQIp RbW1jlLsNkTBpXU0M81UguJkB1xCXVHIxGCbfY+HujTNae0aDs2riKkH+r3iZ4Ire2GgesMBV7Z314m/uXVU2xXmj0VJ SlCJD8XtVNNMaZZGrSlDEjUXUeENMrdSuWVMEKiyyznQvj6lP5PaqUiZ0V+Wirs7Q/imCDLZIWsE07KZI8ckRNSJZL0yR 15II/erXfvPXnPn61D3mBmkfyA9/IO/j6Uug==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="G6zLL+MKiYgsmMDJiZ1rUc/ky Q0=">AAACAHicdVC7SkNBEN3r2/iKWljYLEbBQsJuRBMLQbTQRlAwUUjCZe9mokv2PtidK4QQC3/FxkIRWz/Dzr9xr0Z Q0QMDh3NmmJkTJFpZZOzNGxoeGR0bn5jMTU3PzM7l5xdqNk6NhKqMdWwuAmFBqwiqqFDDRWJAhIGG86BzkPnn12CsiqMz 7CbQDMVlpNpKCnSSn19aRb8RAIrdzY1j/2h3i7HVm0Oo+fkCKzLGOOc0I7y8zRzZ2amUeIXyzHIokAFO/PxroxXLNIQIp RbW1jlLsNkTBpXU0M81UguJkB1xCXVHIxGCbfY+HujTNae0aDs2riKkH+r3iZ4Ire2GgesMBV7Z314m/uXVU2xXmj0VJ SlCJD8XtVNNMaZZGrSlDEjUXUeENMrdSuWVMEKiyyznQvj6lP5PaqUiZ0V+Wirs7Q/imCDLZIWsE07KZI8ckRNSJZL0yR 15II/erXfvPXnPn61D3mBmkfyA9/IO/j6Uug==</latexit>
t  = 3,MH = 900 GeV
<latexit sha1_base64="83gfuOI5IgAMcWyr2yFjH2NqYcU=">AAACAHicdVDLSgNBEJyN7/iKevDgZTARPEiY1RWTg yB60IsQwUQhCcvspKODsw9meoUQ4sFf8eJBEa9+hjf/xslDUNGChqKqm+6uIFHSIGMfTmZsfGJyanomOzs3v7CYW1qumTjVAqoiVrG+DLgBJSOookQFl4kGHgYKLoKbo75/cQvayDg6x04CzZBfRbItBUcr+bnVAvqNAJDv72yd+if7ZcYKd8dQ83 N5ViyXyq7nUVb0XObt7lnieqXdcom6RTZAnoxQ8XPvjVYs0hAiFIobU3dZgs0u1yiFgl62kRpIuLjhV1C3NOIhmGZ38ECPblilRduxthUhHajfJ7o8NKYTBrYz5Hhtfnt98S+vnmK71OzKKEkRIjFc1E4VxZj206AtqUGg6ljChZb2ViquueYCbWZZ G8LXp/R/UtsuujaZs+38weEojmmyRtbJJnHJHjkgJ6RCqkSQHnkgT+TZuXcenRfnddiacUYzK+QHnLdPOyaU4w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="83gfuOI5IgAMcWyr2yFjH2NqYcU=">AAACAHicdVDLSgNBEJyN7/iKevDgZTARPEiY1RWTg yB60IsQwUQhCcvspKODsw9meoUQ4sFf8eJBEa9+hjf/xslDUNGChqKqm+6uIFHSIGMfTmZsfGJyanomOzs3v7CYW1qumTjVAqoiVrG+DLgBJSOookQFl4kGHgYKLoKbo75/cQvayDg6x04CzZBfRbItBUcr+bnVAvqNAJDv72yd+if7ZcYKd8dQ83 N5ViyXyq7nUVb0XObt7lnieqXdcom6RTZAnoxQ8XPvjVYs0hAiFIobU3dZgs0u1yiFgl62kRpIuLjhV1C3NOIhmGZ38ECPblilRduxthUhHajfJ7o8NKYTBrYz5Hhtfnt98S+vnmK71OzKKEkRIjFc1E4VxZj206AtqUGg6ljChZb2ViquueYCbWZZ G8LXp/R/UtsuujaZs+38weEojmmyRtbJJnHJHjkgJ6RCqkSQHnkgT+TZuXcenRfnddiacUYzK+QHnLdPOyaU4w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="83gfuOI5IgAMcWyr2yFjH2NqYcU=">AAACAHicdVDLSgNBEJyN7/iKevDgZTARPEiY1RWTg yB60IsQwUQhCcvspKODsw9meoUQ4sFf8eJBEa9+hjf/xslDUNGChqKqm+6uIFHSIGMfTmZsfGJyanomOzs3v7CYW1qumTjVAqoiVrG+DLgBJSOookQFl4kGHgYKLoKbo75/cQvayDg6x04CzZBfRbItBUcr+bnVAvqNAJDv72yd+if7ZcYKd8dQ83 N5ViyXyq7nUVb0XObt7lnieqXdcom6RTZAnoxQ8XPvjVYs0hAiFIobU3dZgs0u1yiFgl62kRpIuLjhV1C3NOIhmGZ38ECPblilRduxthUhHajfJ7o8NKYTBrYz5Hhtfnt98S+vnmK71OzKKEkRIjFc1E4VxZj206AtqUGg6ljChZb2ViquueYCbWZZ G8LXp/R/UtsuujaZs+38weEojmmyRtbJJnHJHjkgJ6RCqkSQHnkgT+TZuXcenRfnddiacUYzK+QHnLdPOyaU4w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="83gfuOI5IgAMcWyr2yFjH2NqYcU=">AAACAHicdVDLSgNBEJyN7/iKevDgZTARPEiY1RWTg yB60IsQwUQhCcvspKODsw9meoUQ4sFf8eJBEa9+hjf/xslDUNGChqKqm+6uIFHSIGMfTmZsfGJyanomOzs3v7CYW1qumTjVAqoiVrG+DLgBJSOookQFl4kGHgYKLoKbo75/cQvayDg6x04CzZBfRbItBUcr+bnVAvqNAJDv72yd+if7ZcYKd8dQ83 N5ViyXyq7nUVb0XObt7lnieqXdcom6RTZAnoxQ8XPvjVYs0hAiFIobU3dZgs0u1yiFgl62kRpIuLjhV1C3NOIhmGZ38ECPblilRduxthUhHajfJ7o8NKYTBrYz5Hhtfnt98S+vnmK71OzKKEkRIjFc1E4VxZj206AtqUGg6ljChZb2ViquueYCbWZZ G8LXp/R/UtsuujaZs+38weEojmmyRtbJJnHJHjkgJ6RCqkSQHnkgT+TZuXcenRfnddiacUYzK+QHnLdPOyaU4w==</latexit>
Figure 16: The differential cross section against mZZ in the SM and 2HDM-SM4 at
the 13 TeV LHC. We consider three NP cases: tβ = 3 and MH = 500 GeV; tβ = 4
and MH = 900 GeV; tβ = 7 and MH = 900 GeV for the benchmark point. We include
Kgg = 1.8 [79] and Kqq¯ = 1.5 [80].
section of gg → H as shown in Fig. 7.
When MH is above the b
′b¯′ threshold, as shown by two cases of tβ = 4, 7 with MH =
900 GeV, very large width of H spreads the H resonance peak. It can be seen that the
signal rate of gg → ZZ in the 2HDM-SM4 is compatible with the SM Drell-Yan production
rate in the mass rage of mZZ & 1 TeV. Comparing tβ = 4 (ΓHtot = 1.3 TeV) and tβ = 7
(ΓHtot = 3.6 TeV) cases, we find that the dependence on tβ is not dramatically different
once MH is beyond the b















Figure 17: Partially integrated cross section of NP effects only, ∆σNP defined in Eq. (5.4),
for various mZZ bins. We set MH = 900 GeV and consider tβ = 4 and tβ = 7. The red
region is excluded by the 95% C.L. upper bounds on σ × B(H → ZZ).
adopt the method suggested at the end of Sec. 5.1, utilizing the 95% C.L. upper limits on
σ × B(H → ZZ) for each invariant mass bin. Since the CMS collaboration presented the
results for ΓX = 100 GeV, we take the CMS results [62].
In Fig. 17, we show the partially integrated cross section from NP effects only, ∆σNP,
for various mZZ bins. The size of bins are based on the CMS results [62]. We set MH =
900 GeV and consider two cases of tβ = 4 and tβ = 7. The red region is excluded by the
95% C.L. upper bounds on σ×B(H → ZZ). Both tβ = 4 and tβ = 7 cases are excluded by
the bin of mZZ ∈ [1, 1.5] TeV. Larger tβ, apart from the breakdown of the perturbativity of
Y Hb′ , does not help to decrease the signal rate of NP since the gluon fusion production cross
section increases with larger tβ. Note that we cannot increase MH substantially further
since MH = 900 GeV is almost maximally allowed value by the theoretical constraint:
see Fig. 1. In summary, the current LHC data on the ZZ channel along with theoretical
constraints exclude the 2HDM-SM4 at leading order.
7 Conclusions
We have studied the theoretical and phenomenological constraints on the Type-II two Higgs
doublet model with a sequential fourth fermion generation in the exact wrong-sign limit,
the 2HDM-SM4. The SM fermion sector is extended to accommodate an additional chiral
fermion generation of which the masses are generated by the same Higgs mechanism. Upon
the absence of new fermion signals at high energy colliders, the fourth generation fermion
F should be heavy, which greatly enhances the hFF couplings. The loop induced Higgs
coupling modifiers such as κg, κγ , and κZγ become SM-like if the up-type and down-type
fermions have opposite Higgs coupling modifiers: κup = 1 and κdown = −1. We call this
the exact wrong-sign limit, which can be realized in the Type-II 2HDM.
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We have studied the following constraints: (i) the theoretical constraints on the scalar
potential from the bounded-from-below potential, unitarity, perturbativity, and the vacuum
stability; (ii) the LHC and Tevatron search bounds on the fourth generation fermion masses;
(iii) the B¯ → Xsγ bound on MH± ; (iv) the electroweak oblique parameters ∆S and ∆T ;
(v) the observed Higgs coupling modifiers including the exotic Higgs decay rate; (vi) the
LEP searches for e+e− → Ah; (vii) the LHC scalar resonance searches in ττ , Zh and ZZ
modes. Based on this comprehensive and thorough study, we come to the conclusion that
the 2HDM-SM4 is excluded at leading order. Two features of the 2HDM-SM4 play the
crucial role here, the exact wrong-sign limit and the very large Yukawa couplings of the
down-type fourth generation fermions with H and A, Y
H/A
b′,τ ′ = tanβMF /v.
The exact wrong-sign limit requiring β+α = pi/2 constrains the model very differently
from the alignment limit of β − α = pi/2. First the theoretical constraints do not allow
the decoupling limit, which puts the upper bounds like MH ,MA . 920 GeV and MH± .
620 GeV. Secondly, the constraint on tanβ from the Higgs precision data works in the
opposite way to that from the unitarity of Y
H/A
b′,τ ′ = tanβMF /v: the observed κV (= sβ−α)
at 95% C.L. requires tanβ & 3 while the unitarity of Y H/Ab′,τ ′ requires tanβ . 8. The allowed
value of tanβ ∈ [3, 8] is not large enough to achieve the alignment limit: κV (= sβ−α)
deviates significantly from one and thus cβ−α has sizable value. Therefore, the usual 2HDM
safety zone in the alignment and decoupling limit cannot be reached in the 2HDM-SM4.
These indirect constraints set the basic characteristics of the decays of H and A.
Two features are to be noted. First the sizable cβ−α leads to significant decays of H →
WW/ZZ/hh and A→ Zh, which would have been absent in the alignment limit. Above the
WW/ZZ (Zh) and below b′b¯′ threshold, H (A) decays dominantly into WW/ZZ/hh (Zh).
After the b′b¯′ threshold, the enhanced Yukawa coupling Y H/Ab′ makes the decay of H/A→
b′b¯′ dominant. Because of the sizable Γ(H/A→ gg) and non-negligible B(H/A→ ττ), the
LHC direct searches in the ττ channel impose the strong constraint: for tβ = 4, MA < 2Mb′
and MH < 350 GeV are excluded; for tβ = 3, MA . 350 GeV and MH < 180 GeV are
excluded at the 95% C.L.
The smoking-gun signatures of A and H are the LHC direct searches in the Zh and ZZ
channels, respectively. Since their total decay widths are not small enough to adopt the
narrow width approximation, we performed the full calculation including the SM continuum
background without resorting to σ × B. The interference effects turned out to be very
important. In the gg → Zh process, they are as much as the non-interference ones. We
found that both A and H with the mass below the b′b¯′ threshold are excluded by the
current LHC data at the 95% C.L. We would have seen a prominent mass peak that
the LHC experiment cannot miss. Above the b′b¯′ threshold, ΓH/Atot becomes very large,
being compatible with the mass MH/A. The invariant mass distributions spread very
widely. Beyond relying on the total event rates, we suggested a method to utilize the
upper bounds on σ × B on each invariant mass bin, through the partially integrated cross
section. Although the pseudoscalar A with MA > 2Mb′ is allowed by the current LHC data
in the Zh channel, the CP-even heavy scalar H is excluded by the current LHC data in
the ZZ channel.
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We conclude that the 2HDM-SM4 is excluded by the combination of the theoretical
and experimental constraints at leading order. Before finishing, however, we would like to
point out that all of the analysis are performed at leading order and thus the conclusion
may be relaxed if we consider the next-to-leading order corrections. The sizable cos(β−α),
the multiplying factor for the HV V and AZh couplings at tree level, plays the decisive
role in excluding the model. With the fourth generation fermions running in the loop,
both HV V and AZh couplings can be meaningfully different from the tree level results.
The constraints from the LHC resonance searches in the ZZ and Zh final states may be
alleviated.
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